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Die Menschheit hat ihre Würde verloren, aber die Kunst hat sie 
gerettet und aufbewahrt in bedeutenden Steinen. 
Friedrich Schiller
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§1.1 INTRODUCTION
Authentic classical architectural design and construction have long since vanished from both the urban and rural 
landscape of contemporary New Zealand. The last monumen-
tal classical building to have been built in New Zealand would 
likely be the Wellington Railway Station in 1937.1 Since then, 
the knowledge and services required for the construction of 
a monumental classical building, specifically the manufactur-
ing and detailing of classical ornamentation, have dwindled 
significantly  making any proposition for their construction 
quite unrealistic without sufficient research. Stone masons and 
plaster sculptors skilled in classical ornamentation, and con-
tractors knowledgeable in traditional construction techniques 
are no longer as common as they once were. The experts that 
remain mainly function as restorers of New Zealand’s heritage 
architecture. This was a result of the elimination of ornamen-
tation from the facade, an idea that came from the modernist 
movement, which began in Europe in the 1920’s,2 and eventu-
ally made its way to New Zealand in the late 1930’s.3 
 Suggesting that the construction of classical forms 
should be carried in New Zealand provides at least three ben-
efits. Firstly, it supports the New Zealand construction sector. 
Secondly, it reduces the carbon footprint of the construction 
process (no international shipping requirements). Thirdly, the 
quality of custom-made elements can be checked regularly, and 
objects that break during transportation can be replaced more 
efficiently. 
 The questions I seek to answer are how a monumental 
classical building would be constructed (focusing on the con-
1 http://www.historic.org.nz/TheRegister/RegisterSearch/RegisterRe-
sults.aspx?RID=1452, Accessed July 6, 2013.
2 http://www.studentpulse.com/articles/515/the-rise-and-fall-of-mod-
ernist-architecture, Accessed July 6, 2013.
3 http://www.otago.ac.nz/library/exhibitions/word_on_modernism/
nz_beginnings.html, Accessed July 6, 2013.
struction of complex classical forms) and detailed in New Zea-
land? How has the construction of classical buildings and their 
complex forms been accomplished overseas? Are we able to use 
the same, or similar methods? What new technologies could be 
utilized without undermining any classical construction prin-
ciples? Principles such as perdurable construction, and the use 
of aesthetically pleasing materials.4 
4 I discuss and argue these principles in more detail at the end of §3. 
8§1.2   AIMS and  OBJECTIVES
There are two primary objectives of this project. The first is to reintroduce contemporary classical architectural design 
into New Zealand’s architectural academia. The second is to un-
derstand how such a design would be constructed within a mod-
ern building environment that has been barren of classical con-
struction for the past eight decades. The design and construction 
of classical buildings still occurs in countries around the world, 
such as the United States and the United Kingdom, and these re-
gions are readily equipped and resourced both in their services 
and materials to construct classical buildings.5 This project hopes 
to raise ideas regarding how modern materials and construction 
techniques have an impact on the aesthetics of classical architec-
ture, and how the construction of complex classical forms can be 
achieved in New Zealand effectively and efficiently.    
 This document has been divided into two main parts; the 
first being the design of a classical building within a New Zealand 
urban environment. The second, being a discussion of the philo-
sophical ideas regarding materials and structure, an introduction 
into the precedents of the past and present regarding classical de-
tailing and construction, and finally, the detailing and construc-
tional resolution of the design from Part 1. The design essentially 
acts as a catalyst to the detailing.
5 Chapter 4 identifies the methods in detail.
9§1.3   SCOPE and  LIMITATIONS
The subject of building construction requires vast amounts of research in numerous fields of expertise in order to fully 
resolve the problems of modern classical construction. I have at-
tempted to be as thorough as possible by being broad in scope 
and touching on as many relevant topics as I can, yet as brief as 
possible on less relevant subject matter. It is simply not feasible to 
cover every subject in full detail within the time parameters of this 
project. With that in mind this project is primarily focused on the 
investigation of the construction and materiality (shown through 
annotated pictures, details, and models) of a classically designed 
building in the New Zealand context, and less so on an in depth 
analysis on the sustainability or structural integrity of a classical 
building.
 In order to fully investigate the feasibility of construct-
ing classical buildings, scaled replicas and mock-up models would 
ideally be composed. Unfortunately, most construction methods 
that have been proposed are too time consuming and too expen-
sive to fabricate for a self-funded student project. The alternative 
was to simply document and annotate the less promising concepts, 
as plausible methods of construction. 
 The detailing within this document is based on a monu-
mental classical building designed specifically for this project.  It is 
simply not practical to detail and resolve all the classical elements 
and junctions within the whole design due to time restraints, nor 
may it be entirely relevant to the goal of this project. Instead, a sec-
tion of the building was chosen that exhibited sufficient complex-
ity of classical design elements to base this project on.
 
Materials:
 Cost
 Function: 
  Insulation
  Durability
  Sustainability
 Location:
  Availability 
  Transportation
 Structure:
  Primary structure:
   Earthquake
   Wind loads
  Secondary structure:
   Live loads
   Dead loads
  Foundations
 Connections
 Climate:
  Temperature
  Rain
  Moisture
  Light
Design:
 Construction
 Function
  Site analysis
 Aesthetics:
  Philosophy:
   Beauty:
    Physical (Feeling):
     Form
     Texture
     Temperature
     Weight
    Visual (Seeing):
     Form
     Colour
     Scale
     Proportion
§3.1
§2.3
§5.5.1
§2.2
§2.1
Chapter 4 & 5
!
Interrelationships between the divisions of architecture:
Chapter 4 & 5
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§1.4   RESEARCH PROBLEM
How would a monumental classical building be detailed and constructed in New Zea-land? What materials and new technologies could be utilized without undermining 
any classical construction principles?
12
Jean Baptiste Carpeaux Ugolino and his children
Beauty: the adjustment of all parts propor-
tionately so that one cannot add or subtract 
or change without impairing the harmony of 
the whole.
Leon Battista Alberti
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Chapter 2
The Brief and  The Design, A con-
cise explanation
This Chapter focuses on the an explanation of the brief, the site context, and the design. It has been made as concise as 
possible as its purpose is to act as a catalyst to Chapter 5.
§2.1  THE BRIEF
The criteria for selecting a building type to base this project upon are fairly flexible as most building types will provide 
opportunities to resolve complex details and problems regard-
ing the construction of classical elements. The main require-
ment is that the building type must be of a monumental scale.
 The chosen building type that fulfills the require-
ments of this project is a Train Station as part of the City Rail 
Link (CRL) plan for Auckland. The City Rail Link is a proposi-
tion by the Auckland City Council to build an underground 
railway link in the heart of the Auckland CBD, connecting both 
the existing Britomart line (a dead end) with the Western line 
at Mount Eden Station. Three underground terminals are to be 
built within the new link at varying depths of no more than 42 
meters below ground level. The three stations will be located 
on the junctions of New North Road and Symonds Street, Pitt 
Street and K Road, and finally on Albert Street between Victo-
ria and Wellesley Streets. 6
 The location of my chosen site is at the south east 
junction of Wellesley Street and Mayoral Drive. Currently, the 
site functions as a parking lot that is used by both the general 
public, and the neighboring Bledisloe building to the east. The 
train station itself (known as Aotea Station) will consist of two 
parts, the building and concourse above ground, and the plat-
forms below ground. The main purpose of this station will be 
6 http://www.aucklandtransport.govt.nz/improving-transport/city-rail-
link/Pages/default.aspx, Accessed on 18/4/2013
to process large amounts of pedestrian traffic through to the 
underground platforms which lie directly under Albert Street. 
 The design will focus exclusively on the above ground 
building, as this part will provide the best opportunities to ful-
fill the goal of this project. 
Fig. 2.0
Location of the Wellesley Street and Mayoral 
Drive station within the greater context of 
Auckland CBD
14
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Figs 2.1_For the majority of the route, the train tracks will run directly under-
neath street level. The tracks will be approximately 18 meters below ground level 
7 (see figure 2.18) and 6 meters above sea level. Beginning from Myers Street, a 
cut and cover method of construction is initiated that covers both my site, and 
the train lines that terminates at Britomart Station. The actual platform will be 
located underneath Albert Street. The station itself will act as a means of process-
ing passengers to the platforms. 
7 http://www.aucklandtransport.govt.nz/improving-transport/city-rail-
link/Documents/crl-business-case-report.pdf Page 35
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§2.2  SITE ANALYSIS
The site is situated in the heart of Auckland’s central business district. It is an extremely complex site in 
terms of topography, site boundaries, and the sheer num-
ber of surrounding landmarks and nodes that need to be 
considered for a train station. 
 Bus services, including the Outer Link Bus, run 
regularly along Mayoral Drive, Wellesley Street and Al-
bert Street offering multi-transportation options for train 
station users. Taxi stands are also located across the road 
from the station. 
 There is no room for expansion at the site beyond 
any of its four boundaries, as streets run along two sides 
and the other two are occupied by the Bledisloe Building 
(fig 2.3 & 2.4), and the Civic Centre (fig 2.3)8.  A small row 
of shops, of little historic value, which occupy the north-
ern edge of the site will need to be demolished for con-
struction of the station due to it’s large scale. There are also 
four historic towers located along Wellesley Street, as well 
as a fifth across from Aotea Square, refer to Figures 2.9 to 
2.12. 
 Figure 2.2 & 2.5 lists and visualise all major 
nodes within the area 400+ meter catchment zone 9 of the 
train station. The two most important nodes in relation to 
the share number of visitors per year would be both the 
Skycity Metro Centre, and AUT and Auckland University.
8 See Appendix C for additional site photos.
9 Sean O’Sullivan abd John Morrall, “Walking Distances to and 
from Light-Rail Transit stations”. http://www.enhancements.org/
download/trb/1538-003.PDF, Accessed on 21/6/2013
Fig. 2.2 _Table indicating important nodes around the site.10
10 http://www.aucklandtransport.govt.nz/improving-transport/
city-rail-link/Documents/crl-business-case-report.pdf, Accessed 
on 16/5/2013, Page 61
Fig. 2.4 (Above) South eastern view of the tree line along Mayoral drive 
with the Bledisloe building in the background. A number of shops which are 
planned for removal are situated on the corner of Mayoral Drive and Welles-
ley Street. 
Fig. 2.3 (Above) Eastern view of both the Bledisloe building, and the Aotea 
Centre in relation to the site. Both buildings a located directly on the site 
boundaries and are extremely hostile in terms of visual relationship to the site.
Node Distance Visitors per year
The Civic Theatre, Town Hall, Aotea Centre 100 1,000,000
Skycity Metro Centre 100 6,700,000
Auckland Library 300 1,200,000
Auckland Art Gallery 400 450,000
The Sky Tower 300 1,000,000
AUT and Auckland University 400-1000 50-60,000 Per day
Major residential unites 200-300 -
Major Hotels 200-300 -
Queen St. 100 -
Aotea Square 20 -
1715Fig. 2.5 (Opposite) Axonometric view site analysis of the 400 meter (5min 
walk) catchment zone surrounding the proposed train station. 
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Fig. 2.6 (Above) Plan of site with immediate surrounding buildings (scale 1:1500)
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1 - Main axis one from Aotea Square 
2 - Main axis two from Elliott Street and 
Wellesley Street
3 - Symmetrical centre of the site
4 - Flow of pedestrians to and from Aotea 
Square, Skycity Metro Centre, and Queen 
Street
5 - Flow of pedestrians from Queen Street 
and Upper Wellesley Street (Auckland 
University, art gallery, Auckland library, 
civic theater)
6 - Flow of pedestrians from  Major residen-
tial zones, Skycity, and Sky Tower.
7 - Flow from Greys Avenue and K road, 
Rendezvous Hotel. Aotea Centre, and the 
Town Hall,
8 -  Pedestrian circulation paths around 
the site
A - Rear exit from Aotea Centre
 
B - Front entrance to Aotea Centre
 
C - Front entrance to Skycity Metro Centre
 
D - Back entrance of Skycity Metro Centre
 
E - Front entrance to Civic 
Theater
 
F - T & C building Tower
 
G - Town Hall clock tower
H - Civic Theatre Tower
I - Potential future direct connection 
between Aotea Station and Skycity Metro 
Centre
H
I
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The presence of the new Aotea Station will im-mediately increase the value of the surrounding 
land as a result of increased foot traffic and better 
transport in the area. The need for carparks will be 
reduced as alternate travel will be more readily avail-
able, and the functions of the immediately surround-
ing buildings may also change as a result of investors 
capitalising on the increased land value. For ease of 
access by cinemas goers to the station, a visual or at 
least a physical connection between the Aotea Sta-
tion site, and the rear entrance of the popular Metro 
Skycity Cinema building (fig 2.7) should exist. Cur-
rently, the Bledisloe Building breaks this potential 
connection (see fig 2.6 yellow dashes), however it is 
possible that the Bledisloe building may be renovat-
ed, reproposed, or even replaced by a new building 
or urban space at some point in the future. With this 
in mind, the rear facade of the Aotea Station will be 
designed to respond to the rear entrance of popular 
metro centre. Fig 2.7 (Above) Rear entrance to the Skycity Metro Cin-
emas
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§2.3.1 Station scale
 In order to get an understanding of the required  scale of the 
building, the first step was to identify how many passengers the station 
would be processing during the peak hours of the day.
Fig. 2.8 Table showing future demand at the CBD Link stations during morning peak travel 
time of 7am to 9am.11
 Fig 2.8 shows the predicted passenger usages at opening in 2021 
and further in the future in 2041. Aotea Station will need to be designed 
not just for present passenger needs, but also future growth periods, and 
it is predicted by Kiwi Rail, that in 2041, Aotea Station will be the busi-
est station within Auckland CBD in terms of rail users with an estimated 
11,700 passengers using the station during the morning peak travel. That 
is 2,700 (25%) more commuters than Britomart, currently our largest sta-
tion on the network. Not taking into account the platform area (Com-
parison show in Appendix B), Britomart also has approximately 24% more 
land area in comparison to Aotea Station. The implications of this data 
require that the building be designed to occupy the majority of the site, 
while allowing for only the most essential urban space design. §2.3.6 
11 http://www.aucklandtransport.govt.nz/improving-transport/city-rail-link/Docu-
ments/crl-executive-summary.pdf, Accessed on 18/4/2013
§2.3  The Design
The strategy for this design was to respond to as many major nodes and destinations as possible in order process commuters from around the 400 
metre catchment zone, and deliver them as efficiently as possible to and from 
the underground platforms. The design of this station is also based on a series 
of hierarchical spaces, leading the passenger on a spacial experience from one 
to another.
 The follow section explores the ideas of:
•	 Station scale
•	 Towers
•	 The Ternion
•	 Circulation
•	 Rotunda 
•	 Concourse
•	 Wing Entrances
•	 Circulation
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Fig. 2.12 Civic Theatre tower (No. 3) located on Queen 
street and Wellesley Street Junction.
Fig. 2.11 Town Hall clock tower (No. 5) located on 
Queenstreet.
Fig. 2.9 T & G building tower (No. 2) located on Elliott
Street
Fig. 2.10 Auckland Art Gallery tower (No. 4) 
located on Wellesley Street and Kitchener Street 
Junction.
§2.3.2 The Towers
 There are four towers located at various distances along Wellesley Street, which ef-
fectively act as visual stepping stones from one end of the street to the other. I have proposed 
an additional two towers within the urban context to be located at each end of Aotea station 
(fig 2.13). The intent is for these to act as further visual interconnections between the towers 
which help to tie Aotea Square into its surrounding context. They also provide visual balance 
within the train station design as a whole (see elevations Fig 2.18 and 2.20). The towers have 
been positioned at a 45 degree angle in relation to Wellesley street so that they can be clearly 
seen from the two main axis of the site (see Figure 2.6).
23
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Fig 2.13 (Above) Proposal for two clocks towers at each 
end of the site on Mayoral Drive.
Fig 2.14 (Above) Relationship between all five towers 
around the site with an additional two towers as a result 
of Aotea Station. The stronger the connection visual con-
nection visual between Aotea Station towers, the larger 
the dashed circle is. The stronger visual the connection 
between towers, the thicker the parallel dashed lines are.
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AOTEA STATIONK ROAD STATION
Fig 2.16 K Road is a region of classical architecture and peculiar culture making it a well known and popular area 
within Auckland central (black & white)
Fig 2.15  The Public Trust Office situated directly opposite to Aotea Station (colour)
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§2.3.3 The Ternion
  The neoclassical 
style of Aotea Station relates well 
with both Britomart Station and the 
Karangahape Road area (where the 
second new station will reside). The 
old Post Office, which is now Brit-
omart Station, and numerous build-
ings in the Karangahape road area 
are great examples of Auckland’s few 
remaining classical buildings. Aotea 
Station will be located in between 
these two sites, passengers will arrive 
from one classical building/region 
and enter into another. Together, 
they shall form a ternion of classical 
destinations. 
Fig 2.17 (Above) General Post Office building reproposed to downtown train station and office 
complex, Britomart, Auckland.
BRITOMART STATION
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§2.3.4 Rotunda
 Located directly outside the train station is both a major intersection and 
bus stop. These both can pose a large danger to jaywalkers that risk their safety in 
order to reach their destination in time during the morning rush. The solution is 
simply to prevent people from having to cross recklessly, by locating a rotunda on the 
opposite side of the street that acts a second entrance to the train station platform. 
The rotunda will occupy part of a small carpark which lies adjacent to the Public Trust 
building’s bare southern wall. The rotunda’s proportions and scale match that of the 
neoclassical Public Trust building next door. It also centres itself directly in-line with 
the symmetrical centre of the train station and site (see Fig 2.20). 
ENTRANCE TO SKYCITY 
METRO CARPARK
NEW ELECTRIC TRAIN 
NETWORK
POTENTIAL 
CONNECTION WITH 
REAR ENTRANCE 
TO SKYCITY METRO 
CINEMAS
PLATFORM
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Fig 2.18 (Below) Section showing both circulation routes and relationship between train station 
and surrounding buildings. 
Fig 2.19(Opposite) ‘Clay’ render of the east (facing Mayoral Drive) elevation facade. The colossal 
ionic columns standing at 11 meter high are indicative of the main entrance to the concourse.
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§2.3.5 Wing Entrances 
 Two of the four main facade entrances, located on 
each end of the station (in purple), are angled by 45 degrees 
in order to respond to each major axis on either side of the 
site (fig 2.20). The 45 degree angle of the two facades has also 
allowed the clock towers (which are also on a 45 degree an-
gle) to be integrated successfully within the main body of the 
building. Each of the main entrances have been marked by 2 
braziers that can be lit during special events in the city center, 
such as New Years Eve (fig 2.21). The idea is that a civic build-
ing can contribute to the culture of the city in major events 
through ambient lighting. Each of the side entrance porticos 
will be brightly illuminated via a network of frosted glass pan-
els fitted within the recess of the ceiling. These two brightly lit 
spaces will clearly identify themselves at night as the two of 
the main entrances within the building. A perforated bronze 
ornamental screen provides a buffer zone between the exterior 
and interior spaces within the two wing entrances (see Appen-
dix D for additional images).
Fig 2.20 (Right) Roof plan showing the use of the 45 degree facade positioning 
in relation to the 2 main axis. Refer to Fig 2.6 for site context.
1 - Axis one from Aotea Square. Flow from Greys Avenue and K road, and 
Rendezvous Hotel. Flow of pedestrians to and from Aotea Square, Aotea 
Centre, the Town Hall, and Skycity Metro Centre.
2 - Axis two from Elliott Street and Wellesley Street. Flow of pedestrians 
from Upper Wellesley Street, Elliott Street, and Queen Street (Auckland 
University, AUT, Auckland Art Gallery, Auckland Library, Civic Theater)
Fig 2.21 (Opposite) ‘Clay’ render of the west (rear) elevation facade indicating 
entrances via braziers. 
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underground entrance 
from elliott street
underground entrance 
from skycity metro carpark2
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The Concourse
 The train station concourse, a monumental atrium, 
will function as an indoor public space which will be ac-
cessible 24 hours a day (fig 2.22). The main purpose of the 
concourse is to direct passengers beneath Albert Street and 
towards the railway platforms via one of four escalators, 
two staircases, or four elevators.12 The concourse can be ac-
cessed directly via two facades (in red, see fig 2.20), the first 
of which is located on Mayoral Drive, and the second to the 
rear of the site facing the Bledisloe building. It is also acces-
sible indirectly through both the Aotea Square and Welles-
ley Street entrances. The height of this space is 27 meters 
and is enclosed with an elongated circular dome. Daytime 
light ingress occurs into this space via an elongated skylight 
which punctures the dome at the highest point. The sky-
light is made up of a network of frosted glass panels that 
defuses the light before it enters the concourse space. Dur-
ing the night, artificial lighting hidden behind the frosted 
glass panels will replace daylight illumination. In order to 
control the temperature during summer, the skylight panels 
can be opened and closed by the use of actuators to allow for 
hot rising air to escape. Cross ventilation between each open 
portico bay should also counteract the rising temperatures 
at ground level (fig 2.23). As the concourse is a public urban 
space, the temperatures during winter will be somewhat dif-
ficult to control. 
Fig 2.22 (Right) Figure and ground showing both urban and indoor public 
spaces.
Fig 2.3 (Left) 1:100 scaled physical model of a section of  the concourse looking 
south. This shows heat escape, cross ventilation paths, and light ingress.
12 All dimensions of walkways, escalators, stairs, and elevators are pre-
determined by the calculations within the Station Capacity Assess-
ment Guide from Network Rail UK. This guide provides equations 
which can be used to calculate passenger flow predictions, which 
in turn aids with the planning and design within the train stations 
premises. Refer to Appendix A for calculations. 
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§2.3.7 Circulation
Each of the four main entrances of the building begin an architectural experi-
ence of monumental hierarchical spaces that 
eventually lead the user to their destination, 
the station platforms underground. The fol-
lowing steps detail these hierarchal spaces 
and their function:
Step 1: The main entrances are all 
clearly marked from the outside by 
their monumental porticos. 
Step 2: This is the smallest of the hierarchical 
spaces. The entrance to the portico itself requires 
walking up a flight of stairs, thus signifying the first 
transition, which is that of entering the building. 
Each portico has an information and ticket booth. 
This is where passengers can manually pick up 
tickets from an official, or to enquire for any infor-
mation regarding the transportation system or city 
destinations. 
Step 3: This was a difficult space to resolve due 
to the 45 degree angle of the winged entrances in 
relation to the curved concourse. The solution to 
the problem was to create semi-octagonal vesti-
bules, which appropriately connect the portico 
axis to concourse axis. The office entrances on 
subsequent levels are also accessible through this 
vestibule.
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Fig 2.24( Left) 1:200 ground Floor B plan 
showing circulation routes and transition 
spaces.
Fig 2.25 (Right) 1:200 ground Floor A 
plan showing circulation routes and tran-
sition spaces.
Step 4: The most monumental space within the station is the concourse. Its 
shape as seen in the plan resembles an elongated circular space. This was 
created in response to both the restrictions of an awkward elongated site and 
the desire for a monumental domed space within the station. The centre of 
the space incorporates four escalators and two staircases, which process the 
passengers from Ground Level B, to Ground Level A. A cafe and retail store 
are both located directly adjacent to the concourse to meet the demands of 
the passengers, while the toilets and elevators are indirectly connected to the 
concourse through a vestibule.
Step 5: The last phase of this design occurs when the passenger enters Ground Level A, 
from which they are then guided around to the left or right (depending on which side they 
came in) by a semi-circular wall which replicates the space above. This process mimics a 
meandering river, as it is imperative to avoid a clash between streams that would create 
a maelstrom within the spacial transition from Ground Level B to Ground Level A. This 
would have occurred if the orientation of the stairs and escalators at the centre of Ground 
Level A were reversed (fig 2.25). The passengers then continue their descent to the station 
platforms located directly under Mayoral Drive and Albert Street. (Fig 2.18 & Fig 2.25).
Underground entrance from Elloitt streetUnderground entrance from Metro carpark
GROUND LEVEL - B              NTS
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David
There may, at the present time, be a lack of archi-
tectural taste : there is, unfortunately, no lack of 
architectural opinion.
 Geoffrey Scott
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Chapter 3 
AESTHETIC THEORIES REGARDING THE SELECTION of 
MATERIALS AND structure of CLASSICAL BUILDINGS
This chapter deals with the criteria for selecting acceptable materials for the construction of classical buildings. They are based on theories 
and ideas regarding aesthetics, whereas in Chapter 5, the criteria are based 
on the efficiency, durability, and availability of materials. A very brief ex-
planation of the formalist theories of Immanuel Kant and Geoffrey Scott 
are also included, as well as the implications each theory has on the selec-
tion of materials, construction methods and structure of this building. The 
theories were selected in order to express my beliefs in the appreciation of 
architectural works and these will, in turn, determine my choices in terms 
of the construction methods and the selection of materials. 
 Due to the time constraints of this project there was no room for 
debate amongst these and opposing theories.1 The risk of straying too far 
from the main objectives of this project was thus avoided. Beliefs in intel-
lectual ideas about classical construction were used to decide criteria for 
their choice.
1 Arguments originating from conceptuality in the 1960, or The Seven Lamps of 
Architecture, or The Stone of Venice by John Rusking.
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§3.1 THE PHILOSOPHY of  FORMALISM and 
BEAUTY
3.1.1 A definition of Formalism
 “In art history, formalism is the study of art by analysing and compar-
ing form and style—the way objects are made and their purely visual aspects. 
For example, in painting, formalism emphasizes compositional elements such as 
color, line, shape and texture rather than iconography or the historical and social 
context. At its extreme, formalism in art history posits that everything necessary 
to comprehending a work of art is contained within the work of art. The context 
for the work, including the reason for its creation, the historical background, and 
the life of the artist, is considered to be of secondary importance.”2 
3.1.2 A brief introduction into Kantian Aesthetics
 The ideas of formalism were first established in Kant’s third Critique, 
known as the Critique of Judgment (1790). Kant postulated that the judgment 
of beauty is independent of any concepts we may associate with the things that 
we judge to be beautiful.3 Whilst experiencing the world around us, we typically 
classify objects under concepts, such as the colour, purpose, brand or artist. For 
example, an object may be classified under the concepts of something red, and 
a car.  The object may also be classified or subsumed under many other con-
cepts such as its location of construction, its name, or its technical performance. 
However for Kant, these concepts were irrelevant in determining whether an 
object is beautiful or not, he believed that only the judgment of an object’s An-
schauung (direct or immediate intuition or perception of sense data with little 
or no rational interpretation 4) was an accurate judgment of it’s beauty. A car 
may be beautiful because it has a certain shape and because it is red, and there 
is a relationship between the two, but not because the car is red and because 
Ferrari have a history of building beautiful cars that are red. In other words, the 
car is beautiful, and it happens to be a Ferrari, rather than the car is beautiful 
because it is a Ferrari.  
2 “Formalism (art)”, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formalism_(art), accessed 11/05/2013
3 Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, Chronicle Books, 2011, Pg 84,87.
4 Anschauung. Dictionary.com. Online Etymology Dictionary. Douglas Harper, Historian, 
accessed June 02, 2013, http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Anschauung
 Kant states that judgments which are based solely on the perceived 
qualities of an object (it’s form and the relation to it’s colour), rather than con-
cepts we associate with that object (the history of it’s production), are known as 
disinterested judgments. Judgments of disinterestedness are free of any person-
al attachment making these judgements pure and impartial.5 “Assuming that 
the judgment of beauty is always partial makes it difficult to claim that declaring 
something beautiful is anything more than empty meaningless praise.”6
3.1.3 Geoffrey Scott
   In his book, The Architecture of Humanism: A Study in the 
History of Taste (1914), Scott also argues for a disinterested non-conceptual 
desire for beauty.7 His book lists four fallacies which one should not commit 
when one makes an aesthetic judgment of architectural works, two of which are 
of particular relevance to this project:
1) Romantic fallacy: “The first fallacy of Romanticism, then, and the gravest, is 
to regard architecture as symbolic”. 8  It is the act of suppressing pure aesthetic 
judgments by means of seeing symbolic concepts within certain works of archi-
tecture. For example, disregarding or disdaining the aesthetic qualities of the 
architectural works of Albert Speer or Giuseppe Terragni by advocating that 
their buildings and their forms are symbolic of fascism.
 This fallacy may also be relevant for the selection of building materials 
that we may find aesthetically pleasing for the construction of contemporary 
classical buildings. For example, admiring the aesthetic qualities of stone based 
on the symbolic ideas related the use of natural stone within ancient roman 
and greek construction, and not because of its purely formal aspects. In other 
words, the fallacy is committed when one states that stone is symbolic of acient 
roman and greek romantic construction, thus making the stone more beautiful 
in light of the idea that it is an ancient building material. Another fallacious 
example would be to admire natural stone as beautiful based on its symbolic 
5 This is only a brief explanation into some of the complex arguments Kant proposes in the 
Critique of Judgment, although explanation should suffice for the purpose of this chapter.
6 Branko Mitrovic, Philosophy for Architects, Chronicle Books, 2011, Pg 87.
7 Geoffrey Scott, The Architecture of Humanism, W W Norton & Company Incorporated, 
1914. Pg 4.
8 Scott, The Architecture of Humanism, 1914. Pg 51,52.
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value of the ‘natural’, as opposed to the  man-made or synthetic (cast stone), 
one may perhaps symbolise ideas of peace, serenity, freedom, or genuine, real 
or what ever anyone may associate with it, while the other, could be associated 
with concepts such as inauthenticity, or dishonesty. 
  The admiration of materials such as natural stone should be based on 
a “disinterested desire for beauty” 9, This can only occur when we contemplate 
the material through our senses alone, without being influenced by any sym-
bolic meanings that we may associate with a certain object or material. By do-
ing this we can then make a genuine aesthetic judgment without bias; and only 
aesthetic judgments without bias have any real value.
 
2) The Mechanical Fallacy: “Aesthetics, like all philosophy, became subordinat-
ed in the categories of materialistic and mechanical science.” 10 To commit the 
fallacy one must judge architecture on its technological achievements (by the 
use of modern materials and structural techniques), as opposed it its aesthetic 
qualities. For example, favouring buildings based on their engineering feats, 
such as monumental industrial bridges and warehouses that use steel and iron, 
while relegating form of any aesthetic value. That is not to say that a structural 
element within a building or bridge cannot be admired aesthetically. What is 
important is that we admire elements within architecture based on their visual 
and physical form, regardless of their function or technological achievements. 
  It is interesting to note that the architects of the Renaissance 
regarded structure as insignificant in terms of aesthetic value. Geoffrey Scott 
explains: “the constant and undisguised use of tie-rods to strengthen and secure 
arches and vaults which of themselves were insufficient to withstand the outward 
thrusts.” 11 Scott states that the tie-rods were used to hold the design of arches 
which could not support themselves, thus making them visible within the de-
sign. As they were not of aesthetic value they could be ignored as an object of 
aesthetic judgment, just as a prop supporting a sculpture of a prancing horse 
could be ignored.  This project, however,  regarded all visible objects as ele-
ments requiring the exercise of aesthetic judgement. Anything visible, tangible, 
9 Geoffrey Scott, The Architecture of Humanism, W W Norton & Company Incorporated, 
1914. Pg 4.
10 Scott, The Architecture of Humanism, 1914. Pg 95.
11 Ibid. Pg 29.
or audible, regardless of its purpose should be, and can be legitimately judged 
as an object of beauty. Knowing that the prop, or the tie-rod are structural com-
ponents of a work of art that should not be judged is a conceptual thought, and 
such thoughts are not of the products anshauung.  
 To conclude, when selecting a material within a classical building 
purely in terms of aesthetics, no material is chosen based on its symbolic or 
conceptual meaning, nor for its technological achievements. It is chosen based 
on its formal aesthetic qualities, through either tactile or visual experiences. 
Secondly, and arguably of equal importance, any material chosen must also 
show a suitable standard of durability. The practise of classical architecture 
when done correctly, is regarded as a timeless aesthetic, and therefore it should 
logically stand for as long as possible. This is especially true for a civic trans-
portation building which suffers constant wear through the use and misuse of 
its occupiers. Any deteriorative effects that may occur, should happen in ways 
that would will not heavily compromise its aesthetic qualities (avoiding when 
possible, soft or shell like materials such as polystyrene, painted finishes etc. 
which deteriorate prematurely and undesirably). Admiring a building’s aes-
thetic qualities because the building portrays ideas of strength, resilience, and 
durability is a fallacy in the eyes of Geoffrey Scott, but being able to admire the 
formal aesthetic qualities of a building throughout its history shall be a result 
of its durability. Durability is thus not the source of admiration, but rather an 
element which enables the admiration or appreciation of a particular building’s 
formal qualities throughout time. 
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 “5. A noteworthy building must be made of fine materials that clearly demonstrate 
that it will stand the test of time. The patina of years only increases the degree to which we 
admire this [Citizens and Southern National Bank, headquarters building} fine piece of 
architecture.” fallacy.
       
                                    Elizabeth Meredith Dowling, AIA
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Chapter 4
Precedents: Traditional and contemporary 
construction methods, details, and materi-
als.
This Chapter is primarily focused on providing an understanding of the cur-rent state of knowledge regarding the detailing, materials and construction 
methods of classical buildings from the past and present. The information col-
lected includes examples of buildings located in ancient Greece and Rome, and in 
contemporary United States. 
Laocoön and his Sons
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§4.1 Traditional Precedents: classical detailing and 
construction techniques
The following section is comprised of a brief explanation of the construction of two prominent ancient classical buildings with regards to the structure, design, 
and selection of materials.  
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The Parthenon, Athens, Greece
Callicrates and Ictinus 432BC 
Type of construction: 
•	 Marble stone walls, foundations, and columns
•	 Metal connections
•	 Marble roof tiling over timber structure
The Parthenon was a temple (and treasury) proposed by Pericles which was built between 447 and 438 BC. 
However the Phidian sculptural program finished work by 
432.  It’s location was to be on top of the Acropolis1, a site 
which became derelict after the destruction of the previous 
temple by the Persians. Nowadays the temple is under res-
toration by the Acropolis Restoration Service following a 
2500 year history of dilapidation brought about over time, 
through various acts of abuse, through war, plunder, occu-
pation and thoughtless attempts at restoration during the 
19th century. The skill in the construction of the Parthenon 
lies predominantly in the precision of the Greek stone ma-
sons. The building’s design is a masterful example of archi-
tectural optical corrections, which resulted in almost every 
piece of stone being unique. 
 The Materials A limited variety of materials were used 
in the construction of the Parthenon. The foundations, roof 
tiling, columns, and walls were all made from fine marble, 
which was quarried and transported from Mount Penteli-
cus to the Acropolis, approximately 17.4 kilometers apart 
away.2 The roof structure was predominately made from 
timber trusses. The roof tiling was of marble and formed in 
an imbrex and tegula fashion (fig 4.0).3 
1 An ancient citadel where the Parthenon stood amongst an num-
ber of other smaller temples.
2 Manólīs Korrés, From the Pentelicon to the Parthenon, Foundation 
for Hellenic Culture, New York, 1995.
3 The imbrex tegula is a method of tile roofing which consist of an 
fig 4.0  (Above left) Imbrex and tegula tiling (Image source: Stone Architec-
ture by Alfonso Acocella)
fig 4.1  (Above right) iosdomic opus quadratum technique (Image source: 
Stone Architecture by Alfonso Acocella)
The structure and materials of walls 
 The walls were constructed in an iosdomic opus 
quadratum technique, in which blocks of marble are laid in 
rows to form staggered courses. The centre of each block is 
aligned with the subsequent row so that the weight is dis-
tributed evenly. (fig 4.1). The parthenon utilized a design 
were every second row consisted of two blocks in parallel 
formation, the blocks were only half the size as the blocks 
above, however from the surface, none of this is evident. 
The purpose of this technique was to utilize smaller stones 
that were more available rather than demanding only large 
blocks of twice the size, thus reducing costs. The effect it 
had on the structural performance was only minimal.4 
The Greeks developed various methods of hoisting marble 
blocks into position that all utilised cranes as the means of 
lifting. However, the connection between the marble block 
and the ropes varied greatly between each method (fig 4.2) 
underlying roof tile known as the tegula, and an overlying roof tile 
known as the imbrex. Together, repeated to make a row, and rows 
overlapped on preceding rows provide a water shedding surface.
4 Alfonso Acocella, Stone Architecture: Acient and Modern Con-
struction Skills, Lucense, 2006, Pg 66.
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fig 4.2 (Above) Different methods of stone hoisting (Image source: Construct-
ing the Ancient World by Carmelo G. Malacrino)
The hoisting method predominately used within the con-
struction of the Parthenon involved the use of forceps (H). 
“This is based on the holes found on the top of several blocks 
of the Parthenon”.5 Once the stones had been hoisted on top 
of the wall, they were then accurately positioned by using 
metal rods inserted into holes that were carved out of the 
stone so that they could be levered into place. 
5 Carmelo G. Malacrino, Constructing the Ancient World, Getty 
Publications, 2010, Pg 106.
In order to improve the stability of the structure grooves 
were made into the marble into which clamps could be 
inserted thus interconnecting the blocks within a row. No 
mortar or cement were used in the construction of the Par-
thenon’s walls, columns, or roof. As such, the entire struc-
ture relied upon the precision of the stone masons, the 
metal connections between each block, and the calculated 
laying of each and every piece of marble.
 The result was a homogeneous wall surface that 
appeared perfectly smooth and did not give away any clues 
of the construction techniques. It is interesting to note that 
after 2500 years, the seams between each marble block have 
remained so faint and intimate in certain places that the 
blocks forming each seam have effectively acted as one, this 
can be observed as a crack that had begun on one block, 
continued to the next as if the two were monolithic.6 
The columns
 Each of the columns where constructed from 
eleven drum-like sections. Their formation began at Pen-
telikon quarry, where they were chiseled to an approximate 
size before being transported by ox cart to the Acropolis. 
The drums were formed with four evenly spaced bosses 
around their perimeter for hoisting (see ‘C’ Fig 4.2). In order 
to form the column the drums were stacked on top of each 
other. Each drum would require a completely smooth sur-
face so that no seams would be visible without scrupulous 
inspection. A hypothetical method for this process is that 
the Greeks would maneuver flat metal sheets around the 
surface of the column while using miltos as an abrasive. This 
method would enable the Greeks to remove sub-millimeter 
layers of marble in order to get the desired flat surface. 
fig 4.3  (Left) Forceps hoisting section, and positioning of the marble blocks 
by the use of metal levers (Image source: Constructing the Ancient World by 
Carmelo G. Malacrino)
6 Secrets of the Parthenon, DVD. Directed by Mike Beckham, Gary 
Glassman. Nova: 2008
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 In order to align the column drums while 
hoisting, a small timber peg was inserted holes that 
were chiseled into the centre of the top and bottom 
face of each drum. The columns would only align per-
fectly once the peg slotted into place.7 Fig 4.5 shows 
an original a peg found in between the column drums 
during the restoration of the Parthenon. The peg re-
mains in perfect condition even after 25 centuries, 
due to the air tight seal at the center of the column 
achieved from the precise surface level between each 
marble drum. Once the columns were all accurately 
aligned, the final carving of the columns would com-
mence. The bosses which were used to hoist the col-
umn in position were carefully chiseled off and the 
fluting, which runs from under the capital to the base, 
was added (fig 4.6).
Hidden Structure
 The weight of the marble sculptures within 
the pediment were too great for the cornice below to 
sustain on its own. The solution was to insert multiple 
pairs of metal bars, which were hidden throughout 
the pediment, to help transfer the load away from the 
cornice and further towards the inner wall through a 
pivot point. One bar was laid across the pivot point 
(green) and would take the load of the sculpture (force 
shown in red), while the other was set within a recess 
of the upper wall(force shown in blue) and would re-
sist the load of the sculpture.
fig 4.7 (Right) Detail of the metal structure hidde
7 Another hypothetical method of precise column construc-
tion was that the peg was used to rotate the columns on a 
decentralised point. Rotating one drum on top of another 
in a decentralised circular motion would result in a grind 
which would make for a perfectly smooth connection be-
tween each drum. 
fig 4.4  (Above) The process of leveling the column
fig 4.5  (Above) The pin located between each column center
fig 4.6  (Above) The current restoration of the parthenon; missing 
drums have been replaced while the formation of their fluting will 
undergo similar carving to match the original
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(a renaissance habbit as we have read(need to write that in)
The Pantheon, Rome, Italy
Apollodorus of Damascus (?) 136-7AD
Type of construction: 
•	 Unreinforced concrete and brick walls
•	 Monumental granite columns within the portico
•	 Marble veneers and bronze work
•	 Unreinforced concrete dome
The patron of the Pantheon (Emperor Hadrian) demanded a monumental temple for worship of the Roman gods. 
Advanced methods of construction were needed (in addition 
to the many common construction methods used) in order to 
materialise the designs of the temple, such as the construction 
of the colossal columns within the portico and the monumen-
tal rotunda dome. The skill within the construction of the Pan-
theon lies predominately within the structure of its monumen-
tal dome and columns as opposed to the Parthenon’s precise 
optical corrected forms.
The Materials
 A large variety of materials were utilised within the 
structural form, facade and interior ornamentation of the 
Pantheon. Throughout it’s long history the building has gone 
through many periods of restoration as a result of its abuse 
and re-use. The facade was dressed with a marble veneer that 
was attached with mortar and steel ties over its structural brick 
walls. Today, only remnants still exist within and around the 
portico to the north, and on the rear facade to the south (fig 
4.8). The entrance doors are made of bronze sheets nailed to 
large wooden frames which were restored in the 16th century. 
The roof tiling above the portico was also made of bronze, but 
it no longer remains after its removal in the 660’s. The portico 
timber roof structure now bears the load of clay replacement 
tiles. The concrete dome acquired a new lead covering in the 
19th century, which remains today. The portico columns are 
made of granite (quarried from Egypt), some of which have 
since been replaced. The structure of the walls and dome main-
ly consist of brick and concrete (discussed on pg 47-48).  The 
interior design incorporates a vast variety of veneer coloured 
marble, hailing from many regions of the Roman empire 
(marble from Turkey, northern Tunisia and Algeria), of which 
much has been lost. This lead to repairs in the 18th century in 
which plaster was painted to appear as marble.8 Many of the 
original materials within the Parthenon still remain well kept, 
however the exterior remains largely bare of its marble veneer. 
The structure itself, has surprisingly remained intact and un-
changed for millennia (besides superficial cracking of the lower 
dome). 
fig 4.8 (Above) Original Corinthian column and entablature of the southern 
facade remain fairly well intact, despite large portions being removed through 
time, or by acts of vandalism after multiple sackings of the city.
8 William L. Mac Donald, The Pantheon: Design, meaning, and progeny, 
Harvard University Press, 1976, Pg 28-38.
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The columns
 The construction of Roman columns in the 
later periods was quite different to the Greek prac-
tice of marble column construction. The Romans 
preferred colossal monolithic columns made from 
granite, the largest being up to 110 tones. This made 
transportation and the process of raising the columns 
considerably more difficult to achieve.9 Rabun Tay-
lor suggests that large timber pivoting frames were 
precisely positioned within the building site to allow 
enough room at the front and back to perform the 
pivot. The force to lift these monumental columns 
came from a series of cranks, pulleys and ropes on 
one side of the pivot point, while the column was laid 
on timber framework on the other side (fig 4.9).10
9 Rabun Taylor, Roman Builders: A study in architectural 
process, Cambridge University Press, 2003, Pg 115.
10 Taylor, Roman Builders, Pg 120.
 
fig 4.9 (Above) Hypothetical process of raising the 
colossal granite columns of the Pantheon upright.
(Image source: Roman Builders by Rabun Taylor)
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The structure and materials of walls and dome
 The walls were constructed of a brick framework 
containing arches, within which unreinforced concrete 
was poured. To create the dome, unreinforced concrete 
was laid over a  complete timber formwork mould ( (fig 
4.10), which was hoisted into place via cranes (fig 4.11). 
The Romans used different weights of caementa11 within 
their concrete to control the mass in different parts of 
the structure. This allowed monolithic forms such as the 
dome to be constructed, as they were stiff in compres-
sion, yet light in the areas that required it. For example, 
the top section or crown of the concrete dome was made 
from a combination of lightweight tufo gallo and sco-
ria aggregates, while the lower section of the dome was 
made from dense broken bricks and tuff. The caementa 
used within the lower walls was travertine, one of the 
heaviest and densest stones available, while the middle 
section used broken bricks and tiles (fig 4.11).12 
 
fig 4.10 (Top Right) Hypothetical process of the form work of  the tim-
ber moulding for the concrete casting of the dome. (Image source: Roman 
Builders by Rabun Taylor) 
fig 4.11 (Right) Hypothetical process of raising and positioning the timber 
support structure for the casting of the concrete dome. (Image source: Ro-
man Builders by Rabun Taylor)
11 Irregular pieces of stone or brick used as aggregate in Roman 
concrete - opus caementicium.
12 Lynne C. Lancaster, “Materials and Construction of the 
Pantheon in Relation to the Developments in Vaulting in 
Antiquity”, The Bern Digital Pantheon Project, Vol. 1. Ed. by 
Gerd Graßhoff, Michael Heinzelmann and Markus Wäfler. 1. 
Bern Studies, Bern 2009, Pg 120, http://www.digitalpantheon.
ch/Lancaster2009, Accessed on 3/5/2013.
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Fig 4.12 (Above) Interior view of relieving arches 
showing their position in relation to major al-
coves within the wall. Also note the springer 
blocks located underneath each arch. (Image 
Source: Giangiacomo Martines The Structure of 
the Dome)
 The walls that make up the drum of the Pan-
theon are 6 meters at their thickest, although much of 
the volume within the walls is void space. The purpose 
of the voids is to reduce the weight of the upper drum 
walls and lower dome ring, they also offer stiffness due 
to the structural nature of their vaulted ceilings. 
 Brick layered arches, known as relieving arch-
es, were used within the concrete construction of the 
walls and dome to direct the forces down to the foun-
dations appropriately  (fig 4.13). These methods were 
employed to protect vulnerable areas, such as alcoves 
and niches, where massive dead loads from the upper 
walls and dome threaten to compromise the structural 
stability of the building. The relieving arches spanned 
between two springer blocks (fig 4.12), which were 
made from Travertine; the blocks helped to divert the 
weight downwards due to their trapezoidal shape. Re-
lieving arches and springer blocks were not uncom-
mon in Roman construction before the Pantheon, they 
were used successfully within both the Theatre of Mar-
cellus, and the Trajanic Latrine at the Forum of Caesar 
in Rome, among many others. 
fig 4.13  (Above right) Dead loads directed to foundations away from 
structural sensitive areas such as alcove, niches and windows. (Image 
Source: Lynne C. Lancaster, Materials and Construction of the Pan-
theon in Relation to the Developments in Vaulting in Antiquity)
fig 4.14 (Right) The walls were made of a variety of materials that 
where located according to their weight and compact ability. (Image 
Source: Lynne C. Lancaster, Materials and Construction of the Pan-
theon in Relation to the Developments in Vaulting in Antiquity)
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§4.2 contemporary Precedents: classical detail-
ing and construction techniques
The following section consists of annotated pictures and details which explain, through observation, various methods of contemporary or-
namentation fabrication (carving, moulding, and casting), and construc-
tion of monumental classical buildings from around the globe. 13 
13 All photographs and details are copyrighted to the respected owners.
 This section also attempts to only focus on the construction of classical elements within a building, 
rather than addressing the less relevant aspects of a classical building’s construction, e.g. foundations 
and structure.
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fig 4.16_Indiana Limestone fabrication and carving warehouse fig 4.17_Cutting of the limestone using gang saws. Gang saws are 
multi-bladed adjustable saws that move back and fourth over the 
stone to cut it to size. A lengthy process.
Bybee Stone Company, Indiana: 
A brief visual explanation through the process of  ‘manual’ 
carving of natural limestone into classical forms.
Bybee Stone Company, based in Indiana, has supplied stone 
carving services to many well known classical architectural 
projects, such as the U.S. Capitol and Pentagon restoration, and 
the construction of St Paul the Apostle and Carmel Regional 
Arts Performing Centre (both to be discussed in further de-
tail in Section 4.2.2).  Stone carving has in many ways evolved 
from the traditional methods of hand and chisel. Most of the 
tedious work load is managed by large automated saws and 
blades, while pneumatic hammers with various chisel attach-
ments aid in hand carving by automatically shunting the chisel 
into the stone. Gantry systems provide for easier lifting of mas-
sive stone loads which often weigh several tons. One thing that 
hasn’t changed is the skill required to hand carve natural stone. 
fig 4.18 Pneumatic Hammer Chisel
(Air powered)
1 Carving
fig 4.15_Indiana Limestone cut from a quarry 
§4.2.1 Contemporary methods of ornamentation fabrication 
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fig 4.19_A range of pneumatic chisels, each suited for a particu-
lar form. Compasses for measurement comparisons between 
ornament and scaled drawings.
fig_4.20 Scaled drawings with dimensions for referencing while 
sculpturing.
fig_4.21 1:1 scaled templates for referencing. 
fig_4.22 Approximate shape cut ready for detailed carving. fig_4.23 Initial phase of refining the Ionic form by use of 
Pneumatic chisels.
fig_4.24 Further refinement of form.
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fig 4.26_The ionic capital is almost near completion. The capital 
requires turning over to reach the bottom side for carving.
fig 4.27_The column is safely flipped onto a bail of hay. The 
column is then strapped up to the gantry, and sent back to 
the carving pedestal to be completed. 
fig 4.25_The egg and dart ornamentation work is underway. 
fig 4.28_After being cut down to size, one section of a column is 
hoisted onto the lathe.
fig 4.29_A horizontal lathe rotates the column while a chisel, 
that is firmly attached, moves along the column length preform-
ing the carve. The column entasis is also taken into account 
during this phase.
fig 4.30_Once the lathe carving is complete, the column gets 
strapped up to the gantry, and hoisted off to the circular saw.
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fig 4.31_A diamond blade circular saw performs the final 
cutting of each end of the column shaft. These ends are only 
required for the lathe to connect onto during the rotation phase. 
In the design they do not exist.
fig 4.32_The base of a column is carved on a vertical lathe. We 
can see the template of the metal chisel performing the cut while 
the base is rotating. This template gradually cuts into the stone 
until the base is the correct form.
fig 4.33_The base of the column is then hoisted onto a 
carving pedestal. Stone sanders provide a clean finish to 
the plinth. 
fig 4.34_Column components stored outside waiting to be fork 
lifted onto truck.
fig 4.35_Column components secured onto truck and ready for 
transportation
Cons:
•	 Expensive material
•	 Expensive and time consuming process as every 
piece is bespoke 
•	 Some forms can be heavy and delicate to transport 
and erect
•	 Efflorescence (salty deposits on exterior surface)
Pros:
•	 Very high quality forms
•	 Benefits of natural stone material
•	 Can form monumental pieces
•	 Stone columns can be load bearing 
•	 Durable
Image Sources: 
http://www.indianalimestone.com/, Accessed July 
22, 2013.
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Hyde Park Mouldings, New York:
A brief visual explanation through the process of sculpting, mould making, and casting of plaster into classical forms
fig 4.37_Scaled drawings are continuously referred to when 
measuring and moulding in clay for custom plaster designs.
fig 4.36_A variety of tools are required for clay sculpting 
including trimming blades, mini ribbon tools and clay 
shapers
2 Sculpturing, moulding & casting
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fig 4.38_Clay shaping in progress, requiring skill and patience.
fig 4.39_Once the form is complete it is left to hard-
en or baked depending on the clay type used (some 
clays are never meant to harden, and remain soft 
as conceptual models which can be continuously 
worked on).
fig 4.40_Once the sculpture has hardened, a support 
framework is constructed to house the piece, either sil-
icone or urethane liquid is poured in. In this case ure-
thane is used. Urethane requires coats of mold release 
to ensure a clean removal from the model and support 
the structure. Urethane is also more rigid then silicone 
and less expensive, ideal for larger scale moulds.
fig 4.41_Once the urethane has been left to solidify, It 
can be removed and the negative mold is ready for use 
in the next stage.
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fig 4.43_After the construction of the 
support mould is complete, the flexible 
urethane mould is then positioned onto 
the support structure, and sprayed with 
a release agent, and then left to dry. The 
release agent enables the clean removal 
of castings from the urethane mould. 
Plaster is then brushed on in multiple 
layers to build up the form. Reinforc-
ing structure such as fiber glass mesh, or 
plaster bandages can be laid within the 
mould to provide strength and reduce 
the overall weight of the plaster cast. 
fig 4.44_Once the layers of plaster 
have dried, the urethane mould 
can be peeled away revealing the 
finished plaster product. One of the 
main benefits from casting complex 
forms is the ability to repeat the pro-
cess multiple times. 
The product is then packaged, and 
shipped to site. 
fig 4.42_A support structure is required to hold the 
urethane in place through the application of the plaster 
to the mould. Support structures can be made from a 
number of materials, such as plaster meshes and ban-
dages, polystyrene, or fiberglass forms.
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figs 4.45_Examples of finished cornices and coffered plaster work from Hyde Park, painted and set in place.
Cons:
•	 Delicate
•	 Suited to interior rather exterior
•	 Silicone and urethane is relatively expensive
•	 Custom made ornamentation more expensive
Pros:
•	 Very high quality forms
•	 Plaster relatively cheap
•	 Wide variety of finished moulds available for casting
•	 Ability to produce many casts from one mould
Image Sources: 
http://www.hyde-park.com/219858/residential-
interiors/, Accessed July 22, 2013.
http://www.beauxartsatelier.org/gallery/, Ac-
cessed July 22, 2013.
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Reval Stone,  Estonia:
 A brief visual explanation into the digital fabrication techniques used to carve classical forms with CNC (Computer Numerical 
Control) 5-axis routers. A CNC machine is a highly automated device that uses information from CAD (Computer-Aided Design) and 
CAM (Computer-Aided Manufacturing) software in order to perform tasks (typically cutting, sawing, welding, bending etc) to a high 
level of accuracy. 
fig 4.46 (Above) The first stage of digital fabrication from a 5-axis CNC 
router is the modeling of a 3-D computer model. This can either be 
done entirely with 3-D modeling software, or the construction of a 
physical model shown above. In this case, a plaster bas-relief model 
has been made using similar, if not identical methods described in the 
pervious four pages.
fig 4.47 (Left) The next stage requires the trans-
formation of the plaster cast into a 3-D com-
puter model. For this particular project, a 3-D 
scanner is attached to the 5 axis arm enabling 
for the precise scan of the model.
fig 4.48 (Left) Once the scanning 
has been completed, the model is 
refined using various computer 
software (Carso CADCAM).
3 Carving
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fig 4.49 (Above) Once the CAD model has been re-
fined, the chosen path for the CNC router drill can be 
allocated (different model to show the cutting paths). 
fig 4.50 (Below) To speed up the process, an 
orthogonal multi-blade circular saw cre-
ates a network of cuts within the model at 
various deeps. These are then chipped out. 
The stone used within this project is Esto-
nian dolomite, a type of durable limestone.
fig 4.51 (Above) Once all the blocks are removed, the limestone slab can be placed on a level surface, were the CNC router 
can perform the drilling. Water is sprayed onto the surface of the limestone to help reduce dust and at the same time, 
maintain low drill temperatures.
fig 4.52 (Below) The equipment can perform a 
45 degree cutting angle for under cuts. A sec-
ond phase of milling is performed with a finer 
drill tip. Once the last milling phase is com-
plete, the product is then finished off by hand.
Cons:
•	 Requires expensive equipment
•	 Cumbersome  process, only one sculpture at a 
time (no moulds)
•	 Router limited in size
Pros:
•	 High quality forms
•	 Can cut natural stone 
•	 Requires no skilled labour
Image sources: 
http://www.scantech.com/reval-stone/, Accessed July 22, 2013.
http://www.revalstone.com/, Accessed Accessed July 22, 2013.
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Hotwire Direct, Washington (State):
 A brief explanation into the hot wire cutting tech-
niques for the formation of classical ornamentation mouldings.
 Hot wire cutting is the process of sending an electric 
current down a thin conductive wire. The longer and thicker 
the wire, the higher the voltage that is required to heat it. Once 
the wire is hot, it can then perform complex cuts (based on the 
shape of the wire) into a polystyrene block. These polystyrene 
forms can either be used to produce silicone or urethane moulds 
(see fig 4.41 same procedure), or they can become the mouldings 
themselves (fig 4.55). Multiple castings can be performed, one 
after another, with the same moulding.
 
 Hotwire Direct manufactures equipment for accurate 
hotwire cutting procedures of up to 5 meters in length, suitable 
for most classical forms. Their equipment can function from 
CAD files, and automatically cut foam without the need for 
manual skilled labour. Alternatively, a ‘low quality’ hot wire cut-
ter can be fabricated with components found easily at most retail 
stores (a battery or a power supply, a thin stainless steel wire, and 
a framework to aid stability). 
4 Mouldings
fig 5.53_A horizontal lathe. A wire is shaped to match a 1:1 
scale template of a balustrade. The wire is heated by an electri-
cal current, then rotated into polystyrene to create the form.
fig 4.54_A finished mould. The interior is coated with 
multiple layers of epoxy, then each layer is sanded to pro-
vide a smooth finish.
fig 4.55_A finished cast. The interior of the polystyrene 
mould is coated with multiple layers of epoxy, then each 
layer is sanded to provide a smooth finish. The two shells are 
connected together, the seams are sealed with clay, and then 
concrete is poured in. Once the concrete has solidified, the 
cast is complete. 
fig 4.56_A meter length hot wire cutter suitable for mon-
umental ornamentation at 1:1 scale, such as tuscan en-
tablatures, or pilasters.
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fig 4.57_CAD model prepping fig 4.58_Inputting instructions fig 4.59_Initial massing of the form by removal of polystyrene
fig 4.60 _Refining of the form with a hot wirefig 4.61_Inputting a sweep path for the router
fig 4.63_Further detailing and refining
fig 4.62_A high detail carving using a 3-axis router
fig 4.64_The final product along with its case made from 
the initial massing off-cuts. This model can be coated with 
epoxy and cast in silicone or urethane (see fig 4.40).
Cons:
•	 Requires equipment from overseas (up to 50k for 
a machine)
•	 Polystyrene moulds can be quite delicate
•	 Router limited in size
Pros:
•	 Can cast multiple objects from polystyrene 
moulds
•	 Inexpensive to make moulds (only requiring 
polystyrene)
•	 Quick to make moulds and sculptures (little re-
sistance with carving and slicing the polystyrene)
Rotary hotwire and CNC process
Image sources: 
http://www.hotwiredirect.com/, Accessed July 
22, 2013.
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5 Casting
Stromberg Architectural Products, Texas:
 A brief explanation of GRC (Glass Reinforced Concrete) tech-
niques for the formation of classical ornamentation.
 GRC is a type of concrete that utilises glass fibres for reinforcement 
as opposed to steel rebar. As glass fibres do not rust there is no requirement 
for a minimum concrete thickness that traditionally prevents rust from oc-
curring within a reinforced concrete component. With GRC thicknesses of 
11 to 18 mm are achievable (depending on the size of a component), making 
it lightweight, and easier to erect and transport. GRC is typically a cladding 
material which can be moulded into complex forms, and then attached onto 
the structure of a building. It can also produce a variety of finishes such as 
stained, glazed, textured, or painted surfaces. 
Cons:
•	 Can look cheap if not used correctly e.g. visible seam lines and fake 
textured appearances.
•	 Requires complex sub-steel structure
•	 Joints between GRC components are required to allow for moisture and 
thermal expansion, typically 10 - 20 mm in size depending on the size 
of each panel. Extensive and intelligent detailing are required to mini-
mize the impact that these joints will have on the design of the building.
•	 Thin materials deteriorate inappropriately over centuries (a surface 
thickness of only 1cm will eventually break up revealing a void and ex-
posing steel brackets or beams, which in turn also leads to corrosion of 
the structure due to oxidation)
•	 Efflorescence (salty deposits on exterior surface)
Pros:
•	 Light weight:
•	  Easier to transport
•	  Easier to erect (no large cranes)
•	  Ideal for vulnerable historic structures
•	  Reduces structural load on a building
•	 Durable
•	 Water resistant
•	 Made off site and therefore unburdened by weather conditions
•	 Cast from mouldings, multiple casts can be made
•	 Nonflammable
•	 Threeze-thaw resistant
•	 Alkali resistant = non corrosive
fig 4.65_Glass fibres 
fig 4.66_Concrete and glass fibre mix = GRC
fig 4.67_Spraying  of GRC onto a mould. The 
mould can be made from any non-porous material 
e.g. plastic, timber coated in epoxy, or silicone / ure-
thane rubber.
fig 4.69_GRC panels attached to structure via flex 
anchors
fig 4.68_GRC panel removed from mould
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figs 4.70_100 Beacon St, Boston fig 4.71_GRC cornice component from 100 Beacon St, Boston (renovation)
fig 4.72_GRC entablature sections on Old Parkland Hospital, Texas (renovation)
Image source: 
http://strombergar-
chitectural.com/
projects/100-beacon-
st, Accessed July 22, 
2013.
Image source: 
http://strombergarchi-
tectural.com/projects/
old-parkland-hospital, 
Accessed July 22, 2013.
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ST. Paul The Apostle Catholic Church - 
Spartanburg, South Carolina
Duncan G. Stroik Architects, Copyright, 20131
Type of construction: 
•	 Masonry load bearing walls 
•	 Exterior brick facade 
•	 Steel roof structure
•	 Limestone ornamentation (Supplied by Bybee Limestone)
•	 Marble flooring within the sanctuary
•	 Interior plaster wall and ceiling surfaces
•	 Interior timber accents
•	 Reinforced concrete foundations
 
fig 4.73 (DETAIL 1) The front entrance facade is mainly composed of a 
veneer brick work facade. Classical ornamentation details, such as the 
cornices, columns, sculptures and plinths are hand made from carved 
limestone supplied by Bybee Stone Company. 
 
  
1 http://www.stroik.com/portfolio/st-paul-the-apostle/, Accessed 17/6/2013
1
fig 4.?fig 4.?
§4.2.2 Contemporary Classical building con-
struction
 This section is comprised of a collection of photographs and details ex-
pressing the use of materials and processes of monumental classical construction 
within both St. Paul The Apostle Catholic Church in South Carolina, and The Pal-
ladium at the Center for the Performing Arts in Indiana.
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fig 4.74 (Left & Below) Concrete Masonry Units 
(CMU) make up the structure of the walls. These 
are simply stacked, one on top of another, and then 
mortared together. Reinforcing rods are inserted 
within the CMU walls and filled with concrete to 
give the wall strength. A plywood boxing supports 
and guides the construction of the arch.
fig 4.75 (Above) Metal anchors are inserted between 
each double layer of the CMUs, to both stabilize the 
polystyrene panels and tie back the brick veneer to 
prevent it from buckling. A black liquid membrane is 
applied directly to the CMUs which provides a water-
proofing finish.
fig 4.76 (Above) The process of hoisting limestone 
plinth into place. Niche edges are taped to prevent 
water or moisture from entering vulnerable corner 
details.
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fig 4.79 (Above) Installation of the duct work 
located directly above the aisle ceiling. The 
grills are not visible from below as they are 
hidden behind the nave cornice.
fig 4.80 (Above) A steel ceiling substructure 
for a dry wall to plaster finish. The same 
method is used for the interior walls.
fig 4.78 (Left) The apse is 
constructed by attaching a 
steel substructure directly 
onto to the main steel frame 
and CMU wall. A dry wall 
is then attached to the steel 
substructure and troweled 
with plaster to finish.
fig 4.77 (DETAIL 2) The materials used within the interior facade 
include plaster wall finishes, marble stone floors, limestone columns 
and cornices, and timber balustrades.
fig 4.?
fig 4.?
fig 4.?
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fig 4.82_A plaster mock-up model of a Corin-
thian capital used to test the form, scale and 
proportion of the element, which is located 
within the baldacchino (see in Detail 1).
fig 4.83_Pencil lines help guide chiseling during the 
massing phase of the Corinthian column.
fig 4.84_Detailed carving of a limestone Corinthian col-
umn located within the front entrance portico seen in 
Detail 2.
fig 4.85(DETAIL 3) The front portico consists of limestone columns and cornices, 
supported by a steel structure. The top of the cornices are covered with painted 
flashing  (to match the colour of the limestone) for weathering protection.
fig 4.81_A portion of the cornice located within the 
front portico
fig 4.84
fig 4.81
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The Palladium at the Center for the Per-
forming Arts, Carmel, Indiana 
David M. Schwarz Architects, Inc, 2006
fig 4.85 (Left) At this stage of the construction, the 
structural steel framing and masonry walls have been 
erected.
fig 4.86 (Below) The next stage is the application of the 
liquid membrane to the masonry walls. This prevents 
air, vapour, and moisture from entering the interior 
space. 
2
Type of construction: 
•	 Steel structure 
•	 Concrete masonry walls
•	 Exterior limestone facade and ornamenta-
tion (Supplied by Bybee Limestone)
•	 Granite plinth
•	 Steel truss
•	 Clay tile roof
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fig 4.87(Below) The next stage is the laying of the granite stone bases along the 
lower perimeter of the facade. The granite bases rest over a drip plate, to allow 
for appropriate drainage underneath. 
fig 4.88 (Left) Detail of an exterior wall showing the 
waterproof membrane attached to a masonry brick 
wall via a PVC termination bar. The drip plate must 
be positioned underneath the waterproof membrane 
in order to shed water appropriately to the exterior 
facade.
  Masonry wall
  Termination Bar
  Waterproof membrane
  Drip plate
  Foundation
fig 4.89 (Left) Application of insula-
tion to the exterior of the masonry 
wall. By doing this, condensation is 
effectively controlled  - it will form 
on the exterior wall surface and not 
the vulnerable interior. A bitumen 
membrane provides a waterproof 
surface underneath the clay tiling 
roof. The same membrane also con-
tinues to form the gutter (Above).
fig 4.90 (Above) Clay tile roof.
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fig 4.91 (Above) Steel 
anchor brackets fixed 
between masonry 
blocks by concrete.  
fig 4.92 (Above) The limestone blocks have 
incorporated slits for the positioning of the 
steel anchor brackets. Small packers are po-
sitioned within the remaining gaps to ensure 
a tight fit. The entire gap is then mortared to 
completely seal the connection.
fig 4.93 (Above) The main method of attaching 
limestone veneer to the masonry structure involves 
the use of anchor brackets. These brackets effective-
ly anchor the limestone to the masonry wall thus 
preventing a buckling effect. The majority of the 
veneer’s weight is diverted through the stacking of 
masonry blocks, one on top of another, directly to 
the foundations, or though the use of shelf angles 
(fig 4.100)
figs 4.94 (Right) (1) A hole is pre-
drilled into the masonry wall, and 
the anchor bracket is then into the 
hole. (2) The bolt is hammered into 
the hole. (3) The bolt is then tight-
ened with a crank which forces the 
nut at the bottom to rise, which in 
turn expands the sleeve outward 
providing a firm grip within the 
masonry wall.
1
2
3
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fig 4.98 (Left) Applica-
tion of the mortar be-
tween the seams of the 
limestone veneer. Dif-
ferent shades of mor-
tar are used to visually 
match different stone 
types.
fig 4.97 (Left) Large steel 
brackets are attached directly 
to the steel structure in order 
to firmly support the weight 
of the limestone cornices and 
modillions. 
fig 4.95 (Below) Anchor bolts have been pre-installed into CMU 
backup wall while fireproofing has been applied to interior steel 
structure (white circle).
fig 4.96 (Below) A liquid membrane is applied to the CMU wall and 
polystyrene laid over(the blue boards).
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fig 4.100 (Left) Mortarnet prevents 
moisture damage to masonry cavity 
walls by protecting the weep holes 
from blockages. It also provides 
hundreds of clear pathways that al-
low moisture to flow to the holes, 
while providing ventilation to help 
equalize air pressure and dry the 
cavity.  These nets are typically lo-
cated above waterproof membrane 
flashings.   
 A shelf angle is located ap-
proximately every 10 meters in or-
der to divert the weight of the stone 
veneer to the load bearing CMU 
walls.
fig 4.99  (Above) A waterproof membrane nailed to a 
masonry wall with a PVC termination bar and sealed 
appropriately. These units are located behind weep holes 
(see fig 4.101)
fig 4.101 (Left) Weep holes are lo-
cated at the bottom of each water-
proof membrane to allow for water 
(either moisture or rain water) to 
drain out of the cavity. They also 
promote drying of the cavity due to 
air flow from above and below the 
cavity.
fig 4.102  (Above right & below 
right) A drip edge has been inte-
grated into the design of the cornice, 
which allows rain water to shed off 
the building thus preventing water 
ingress or staining through capil-
lary reaction and surface tension. 
Image source: 
http://www.indianalimestone.com/, Accessed on 22/6/2013
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figs 4.103  The completed Carmel Regional Performing Arts Centre a.k.a The Palladium.
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Prometheus Bound
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Chapter 5
Detailed and constructional resolu-
tion of the concourse section shown 
through mock-up models, details, and 
annotated illustrations
This final Chapter can be broken into three parts. The first part identi-fies four various ornamentation fabrication methods available with-
in NZ. While the second, explores the process of a scaled mock-up of the 
selected ornamentation fabrication method, in order to understand its 
feasibility and aesthetic qualities. And finally the third part provides a 
resolution of the structure, detailing, and phases of its construction with-
in the chosen train station section.
Prometheus Bound
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§5.1 ORNAMENTATION CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
VIABLE WITHIN New Zealand
The following section describes various methods of ornamentation construction that are viable within the New Zealand market, of which several have been utilised in 
the restoration of New Zealand’s classical buildings. While suited to restoration, these 
particular methods may not be ideal in the construction of newly built large scale classical 
buildings, due to: limitations of the workforce (very few masons available), the finishes 
available (some methods are limited to a painted finish), and the lightweight aspect of the 
materials used (while they are beneficial for the restoration of our historic buildings due 
to their structural vulnerability, they are not as aesthetically appealing in terms of physical 
contact). Ultimately, the chosen method will be in accordance with the theories of aesthet-
ics in Chapter 3, and will satisfy any functional aspects of a train station, and any modern 
structural requirements. 
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METHOD 1
Material: Autoclaved aerated concrete
Cutting Method: 3-axis, 5-axis or rotary axis CNC router
Surface Finishing: Lime plaster / stucco
Material supplier:
•	 Hebel NZ (Auckland) 1
Cutting service:
•	 Cutting Innovations (Auckland)2 - Non-cooled
•	 Styrotech CNC (Auckland)3 - Non-cooled
•	 X-form (Wanganui)4 - Non-cooled
•	 Granite Workshop (Auckland)5 - Water cooled
 The supply of Hebel (aka autoclaved aerated con-
crete) to New Zealand comes from Australia in blocks and 
panels of various dimensions. The panels are cast with em-
bedded reinforcing steel, as such they are not viable for carv-
ing. The blocks however have none. The blocks come in sizes 
of 550mm x 200mm x 50 to 300mm and can be glued to-
gether to make larger blocks with a custom mortar, known as 
Supercoat AAC Superbond adhesive. The adhesive is stronger 
than the Hebel itself, making the joints extremely sturdy.  The 
3-axis flat bed CNC router and the rotary axis CNC router 
can be used to carve forms such as columns, coffering, or en-
tablatures. A diamond tipped drill is required for the cutting 
of any Hebel concrete, as a standard steel drill will wear down. 
Columns of the Doric and Ionic orders can be cut fairly easily 
with a rotary axis CNC router, whereas Corinthian columns 
have many undercuts where the machine cannot reach, such 
as the acanthus leaves around the capital. These would have to 
be formed separately and later attached with Supercoat AAC 
Superbond adhesive. Entablatures and cofferings can be done 
1 http://www.hebel.co.nz/, Accessed on 18/5/2013
2 http://www.cutting.co.nz/, Accessed on 18/5/2013
3 http://styrotechcnc.com/, Accessed on 18/5/2013
4 http://www.x-form.co.nz/index.html, Accessed on 18/5/2013
5 http://www.graniteworkshop.co.nz/our-profile/, Accessed on 
6/5/2013
on the 3 and 5-axis CNC router. Square internal corners can 
be achieved with a custom square drill fitted to a CNC ma-
chine, or hand finished with a chisel, which is a fairly straight 
forward process.6 A water cooling jet system is recommended 
for cutting light weight concrete materials to control the dust 
and heat. 
Cons:
•	 Limited diameter for rotary axis (700mm diameter x 2m 
length)
•	 Limited height for 3-axis (6.3m x 2.5m x 400mm height)
•	 Expensive method of carving
•	 Limited no. of CNC routers therefore time consuming 
for mass production of duplicates
•	 Porous material - not as durable as solid stone or con-
crete
•	 Dust and heat issues when cutting without water
Pros:
•	 Porous materials are a great insulator due to trapped 
stagnant air
•	 Easy to carve (porus material offers little resistance to 
carving)
•	 5-axis dimensions suitable for monumental column 
carving: 5.6m x 1.4m x 800mm
•	 High strength to weight ratio due to low density of the 
blocks.
•	 Can be used both internally and externally
•	 Great acoustic properties
•	 Lightweight - 20% the weight of concrete 
6 http://www.hebel.co.nz/technical/brochures/Hebel_Supercrete_
Block_Construction_Brochure.pdf, Accessed on 18/5/2013
fig 5.1 (Above) Hebel blocks as delivered from Australia
fig 5.2 (Above) Rotary axis CNC machines
fig 5.3 (Below) Styrotechs 5-axis CNC router
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METHOD 2
Material:  Oamaru Limestone
Cutting Method: Lathe with metal template and stone masons
Surface Finish: none
Material supplier:
•	 Parkside Quarries LTD (Oamaru)7
Cutting service:
•	 Dooleys Masonary (Oamaru)8
 Oamaru stone is an indigenous type of sandstone hewn from the 
Otago region by Parkside Quarries. Oamaru stone is known for its unifor-
mity in colour, and its ability to be carved into complex forms with little re-
sistance. Dooleys Masonry provides stone mason services for both restora-
tion and new design projects. The process is very similar to Bybee limestone 
carving in Indiana, although at a much more modest scale. The quality of 
the form is determined by the skill of the mason. 
Cons:
•	 Expensive material
•	 Expensive and time consuming process as every piece is bespoke 
•	 Limited number of skilled masons therefore time consuming for mass 
production of duplicates (only 3 functioning masons at Dooleys) 
•	 Transportation to Auckland (Some forms can be heavy and delicate to 
transport and erect)
•	 Poor for foundations or lower superstructures where it is venerable to 
abrasion 9
Pros:
•	 A soft stone making it easy to carve 
•	 Durable material
•	 Can be used both internally and externally
•	 Very high quality forms
•	 Stone columns can be load bearing
•	 Can form monumental pieces
7 http://www.oamarustone.co.nz/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=5&
Itemid=71, Accessed on 18/5/2013
8 http://www.dooleysmasonry.co.nz/, Accessed on 18/5/2013
9 John Watson, British and Foreign Building Stones, Cambridge University Press, 1911, 
Pg 225.
fig 5.4 (Above) Oamaru stone
fig 5.5 (Above) Tungsten tipped circular saws for cutting
fig 5.6 (Above) Metal templates for lathe carving
fig 5.7 (Above) Oamaru stone yields easily to the chisel
fig 5.8 (Above) Entablature sawing
fig 5.9 (Above) Traditional forceps used for hoisting
fig 5.6 (Above) Lathe carving process
fig 5.2 (Above) Rotary axis CNC machines
fig 5.3 (Below) Styrotechs 5-axis CNC router
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METHOD 3
Casting Material: GRC (Glass fibre reinforced concrete)
Model Method: 3-D printer (resin) and laser cutter (MDF) or 
CNC router (Polystyrene or MDF)
Moulding Method: Urethane or silicone rubber. 
Finishing: Painted, urethane (matt or gloss)
Material supplier:
•	 GRC NZ (Auckland) 10
Modeling (plug) making service:
•	 Styrotech CNC (Auckland)11 
•	 X-form (Wanganui)12
Moulding service:
•	 GRC NZ (Auckland) 
Casting service:
•	 GRC NZ (Auckland) 
Finishing:
•	 Peter Fell ltd (Auckland)13
 One of the main GRC companies within New Zealand 
is GRC NZ located in Henderson, Auckland. They provide both 
mould casting and GRC casting services.
 As mentioned in Chapter 4 Method 5, the process of 
casting GRC involves spraying concrete, infused with randomly 
dispersed glass fibre strands, onto a mould. A mould is typically 
cast from a replica model of the design, known as a ‘plug’. Ure-
thane or silicone rubber moulds are required for complex classical 
forms with undercuts (Ionic and Corinthian capitals), to avoid the 
mould being locked onto the model. Rubber moulds can bend and 
slip out of areas where solid moulds like fibre glass cannot. The 
trick is to make the replica model or ‘plug’ of the design to the 
highest quality possible, as any imperfections within the plug will 
translate directly to the mould after casting. While imperfections 
within the mould can be corrected with a filler before casting, this 
process typically needs to be repeated for each new cast, ultimately 
10 http://www.grcnz.co.nz/, Accessed on 18/5/2013
11 http://styrotechcnc.com/, Accessed on 18/5/2013
12 http://www.x-form.co.nz/index.html, Accessed on 18/5/2013
13 http://www.peterfell.co.nz/, Accessed on 6/6/2013
slowing down production. 
 3-D printers and 2-D laser cutters are ideal for the con-
struction and formation of plugs that replicate extremely intricate 
designs e.g. internal right angles, such as cofferings and cornices. 
Larger scale equipment, such as the 5-axis CNC routers men-
tioned in Method 1, are required to fabricate larger scale plugs. 
Plugs carved from a CNC machine are traditionally made from 
either high density polystyrene, MDF or plywood.14
Cons:
•	 Can look cheap if not used correctly (seam lines, fake textured 
appearances)
•	 Requires a complex sub-steel structure
•	 Joints between GRC components are required to allow for 
moisture and thermal expansion, typically 10 - 20 mm in size, 
depending on the size of each panel. Extensive and intelligent 
detailing can minimize the impact that these joints have on 
the design of the building. 
•	 Thin materials deteriorate inappropriately over centuries. A 
surface thickness of only 1 cm will eventually break up, re-
vealing a void and exposing steel brackets or beams, which 
in turn, leads to corrosion of the structure due to oxidation)
•	 Efflorescence issues (salty deposits on exterior surface)
•	 Hollow tactile aesthetic quality
Pros:
•	 Light weight:
•	  Easy to transport 
•	  Easy to erect
•	  Ideal for vulnerable historic structures
•	  Reduces the structural load on a building
•	 Durable
•	 Cast from mouldings therefore multiple casts can be made
•	 Water resistant
•	 Nonflammable
•	 Threeze-thaw resistant
•	 Alkali resistant = non corrosive
14 A step by step modeling, moulding and casting process of this method is 
explained in depth later in the Chapter.
fig 5.10 (Above & Below) GRC used to create a balustrade for the 
restoration of Auckland’s historic architecture. The light weight 
aspect of GRC makes it ideal for structurally vulnerable buildings.
fig 5.11(Above & Below) GRC cast columns for the Portland 
Tower on Queen Street. Notice the large horizontal expansion 
joints between each drum.
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METHOD 4
Material: GRP (Glass fibre reinforced plastic)
Cutting/moulding Method: Polystyrene moulds
Finishing: Painted, urethane (matt or gloss)
Material supplier:
•	 Fiberglass Developments LTD (Palmerston North)15
•	 Fibre Reinforced Plastics (Auckland)16
Modeling making service:
•	 X-form (Wanganui)17
 The model and mould making process of glass fibre reinforced plastic is similar 
to that of the glass fibre reinforced concrete process mentioned in Method 3. The main 
difference is the binder; plaster resins are used as opposed to cement, while the aggre-
gate glass fibres remain the same. GRP is lighter than its concrete counter part meaning 
easier transportation and erection procedures. The need for structural support is also 
reduced due to the lighter resin component of GRP compared the heavier cement in 
GRC. 
Cons:
•	 Can look cheap if not used correctly (fake textured appearances)
•	 Thin materials deteriorate inappropriately as surface thicknesses are only a few mil-
limeters. If the building is not maintained, deterioration will eventually expose the 
interior structure of the wall to the elements. This reduces the aesthetic quality of 
the building dramatically.
•	 Hollow tactile aesthetic quality (even worse then GRC due to its flexible nature)
Pros:
•	 Light weight:
•	  Easy to transport
•	  Easy to erect
•	  Ideal for vulnerable historic structures
•	  Reduces structural load on a building
•	 Durable surface
•	 Cast from mouldings therefore multiple casts can be made
•	 Water resistant
•	 Nonflammable 
•	 Threeze-thaw resistant
•	 Alkali resistant = non corrosive
•	 Minimal seam dimensions due to low thermal expansion properties of GRP, unlike 
GRC
15 http://composites.co.nz/, Accessed on 18/5/2013
16 http://www.fibreglass.co.nz/wawcs0154517/FRP.html, Accessed on 5/6/2013
17 http://www.x-form.co.nz/index.html, Accessed on 18/5/2013
fig 5.16 (Above) Restoration of Wellington’s Town Hall
fig 5.17 (Above) Captial restored with GRP
fig 5.18(Above) Entablature restored with GRP
fig 5.14 (Above) Fiberglass spraying process with a ‘chopper gun’. 
fig 5.13(Above) Gelcoat application. “Gelcoat is a pigmented res-
in which forms the smooth outer surface of the finished laminate 
and is therefore applied first to the mould. Usually 450-600gms 
of gelcoat is needed for each square metre of mould surface.”
fig 5.12 (Above) Example of a fibre glass mould with an MDF 
support structure. Note that fibre glass moulds cannot be used 
for forms with undercuts due to the lock-in effect.
84fig 5.19 _ 1:100 scaled physical model of a section of  the concourse
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MODEL SECTION
§5.2 The concourse section: An investigation into 
classical detailing and construction
As mentioned in Section 1.3 “Scope and limitations”,  a specific section of the train station has been chosen to explore the objectives of this project. The section to be de-
tailed is the concourse atrium, as it displays the largest variety of classical design elements. 
These elements include two porticos with elaborate coffering designs, a monumental elon-
gated dome, a balustrade, monumental pilasters, and two types of monumental columns. 
The concourse provides a suitable platform to demonstrate the research in practice.
fig 5.20 _A section of the 
concourse as seen from 
the rear entrance
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fig 5.22_A view of the east entrance looking up to the ceiling. The white 
box indicates the location of a 1:4 scaled model of the coffering.
fig 5.21_An interior view of the concourse space looking upward towards the 
frosted skylights.
1:4 M
odel of the coffering
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fig 5.23_The concourse section within the entire building context.
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§5.3 Constructing a mock-up model of a 
section from the design
The purpose of this section is to explore the feasibility and quality of the method that has been chosen for the fabrication of classical ornamen-
tation components. Physical mock up models enable us to understand and 
evaluate the aesthetic quality of manufactured components, and remedy is-
sues before any phases of a building’s construction have begun.
 GRC casting (Method 3) was selected, out of the four methods 
identified in Section 5.1, due to the benefits of mass production that come 
from a mould making process, the reduced artisan labour required as a re-
sult of modern CAD CAM procedures.
 A section of the coffering located within the eastern and western 
portico ceiling was chosen for the model. The section was scaled down to 1:4 
in order to reduce the construction costs and transportation requirements of 
the model. 
 The method involved experimental ‘plug’ or model making tech-
niques that utilise 3-D printing and laser cutting technologies as opposed 
to a CNC router. This is mainly due to the fact that the coffering design 
includes many internal right angles, (fig 5.24) which a standard CNC router 
cannot access because of the nature of circular rotating drills. 
fig 5.24 (Right) The ceiling plan from the west portico entrance indicating the 
location of the mock-up model that is to be constructed.
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fig 5.26_An example of the model to be produced in 
GRC at 1:4 scale.
fig 5.25_One complete coffering 
panel. There are in total, nine of 
these panels within the building. 
4200 mm456
0 m
m
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fig 5.27_Coffering elements broken up into 3 pieces 
for 3-D printing. The elements are exported as a .stl 
file to be later imported into the 3-D print software. 
fig 5.28_The initial stages of 3-D printing fig 5.29_A completed element. Minor defects exist, such as 
three holes at the top of the piece, which are later sealed. 
The base is also cut and sanded down to size.
fig 5.30_An example of some laser cut templates from 
a  Sketchup file.
fig 5.32_The laser cutter in the process of cutting the 
MDF templates.
fig 5.31_The laser cutter
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fig 5.34_Application of PVA to MDF. fig 5.35_All the layers are glued and clamped to-
gether. A set square is used to make sure all surfaces 
are straight.
fig 5.36_Any gaps between the layers are filled with 
PVA_
fig 5.37_All surfaces are sanded. Time consuming. fig 5.38_Even though this particular 3-D printer can produce 
forms with sub millimeter accuracy, sanding is still required to 
even out the fine textured finish resulting from the resin layer-
ing process. Once sanded, the 3-D printed components are then 
glued to the MDF model.
fig 5.33_Materials and tools: Polygel-35 ureathane (brush-on), 
Pol-ease 2300, Krylon crystal clear, Mullput putty, set square, 
casting plaster, MDF, 3-D printer, laser cutter, sand paper, 
brushes and moulding knives, PVA glue.
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fig 5.39_Gaps filled with Milliput. fig 5.40_The Milliput is sanded for a smooth finish. fig 5.41_All gaps have been filled and sanded ready for the 
next phase.
fig 5.42_Krylon crystal clear is applied to all surfaces. Two 
applications are required. This layer prevents the MDF from 
absorbing the urethane during the moulding phase. 
fig 5.43_Detail of the sealed surfaces. fig 5.44_After 30mins two coats of Pol-ease are applied over the 
Krylon crystal clear. This is a releasing agent which helps pre-
vent the urethane from sticking to the model during the brush-
ing and curing phases. 
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fig 5.45_Detail of the Pol-ease coated surfaces. fig 5.46_The urethane is formed from a 2 part liquid. Part A 
and part B are poured into a measuring cup in a 1:1 ratio. 
The urethane used is polygel-35, a brush-on urethane.
fig 5.47_The process of brushing on the first layer of the 
urethane liquid.
fig 5.48_The fifth and final layer of urethane. It is left for 12 
hours to solidify. 
fig 5.49_Once solidified, the mould is removed from the 
model.
fig 5.50_Detail of the negative mould. Minor air bubbles can 
be filled before the concrete casting phase to ensure a perfect 
cast.
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fig 5.51_The next step is to cast the support structure that will 
hold the floppy mould in place during the later phase of GRC 
casting. Both the box and the mould are covered with plastic 
bags in order to prevent the plaster from sticking.
fig 5.52_Generic casting plaster is used for the support struc-
ture. A ratio of 2.6 liters of water to 4 kgs of powder is mixed 
and poured 3 times in order to fill the container to the desired 
level. 
fig 5.53_The model and mould are then placed into the 
1/2 filled container and left for 4 hours to solidify. A hook 
is drilled into the model to aid separation once the plaster 
has cured.
fig 5.54_After the plaster has cured it can be removed from the 
container. The model within the mould can also be removed 
from the container, leaving only the support structure (the plas-
ter) and the mould (the urethane) behind ready for the last 
phase which is the casting of the GRC shells.
fig 5.55_The final stage of the GRC casting process was done by 
GRC NZ in Henderson, Auckland. Two casts were done, one 
with a white aggregate, and one with a grey aggregate. A GRC 
cement mix was poured into the mould. This initial mix does 
not contain any structural glass fibres as its purp
ose is only to fill in the detail of the mould.
fig 5.56_The first layer is then evenly spread over the surface in 
order to fill in the details of the mould.
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Conclusion
In hindsight, the construction of the plaster support struc-
ture should have been done differently. The mould was dif-
ficult to remove from the structural plaster, and it did not 
support the mould correctly. This lead to a slightly morphed 
shape in areas due to the weight of the GRC within the 
mould. A plaster shell support structure, with bandages for 
reinforcement, would have been lighter, and would have also 
supported the mould better during casting.
 This GRC casting method involved pouring and 
leveling the cement into the mould, the process is more typ-
ical of standard concrete casting as opposed to a spraying 
technique which is traditionally used for GRC (see fig 4.67). 
The result of this process lead to the panel being 40mm 
thick instead of the standard 10-20mm. Due to the addi-
tional thickness, its rigidity is increased, and its hollowness 
is reduced. An increased thickness also means an increased 
weight, thus more structural members within the building 
are required.
  The aggregate within the grey cast is much coarser 
than it is within the white. This resulted in more air bubbles 
and imperfections during casting (see white box fig 5.58) as 
applying a thicker cement into the intricate details of the key 
pattern proved difficult. In comparison, the white GRC cast 
is of higher quality due to an easier application of a more flu-
id cement (less air bubbles, smoother finish etc). However, 
the white colour is more prone to staining then the grey. A 
solution to this is to apply a matt or gloss coat of polyure-
thane resin, which offers both high abrasion, and fungus and 
mildew resistance.18 The aesthetic impact of a glossy resin 
can be quite similar to that of polished stone. Resins will re-
quire reapplication every 3-5 years.19 
 3-D printing of the detail mouldings within the 
coffering worked well, and the 3-D printer objects repli-
cated the digital design perfectly. The laser cut MDF also 
18 http://www.vanguardconcretecoating.com/resins.htm, Accessed 
July 6, 2013.
19 Sealers, http://www.peterfell.co.nz/products/category/sealers.html, 
Accessed July 21, 2013.
performed well, especially with the key pattern, however 
stacking the laser cut sheets was not an effective method 
of massing the basic form, as imperfections were visible 
in the joinery between each sheet. A lot of manual labour 
was required to reduce the seams between each sheet. A 
better method would have been to mass the form with an 
MDF shell from sheets, this would have reduced the overall 
amount of joinery seams. The combination of laser cutting 
and 3-D printing resulted in a model with a dimensional ac-
curacy of less than 1 mm, while the GRC casting managed 
to replicate submillimeter details. 
 As the mock up model is only at 1:4 scale, a larger 
3-D printer would be required to perform 1:1 scaled print-
ing. Although this project was limited to the use of a small 
3-D printer, larger scale printers do exist and are becoming 
more common in the market (see fig 5.60). In the construc-
tion of the monumental columns, a large scale 5-axis CNC 
router would be used (see fig 5.3).
 
fig 5.57_The second layer of cement, which contains the glass 
fibres, is then applied over the first. Its main purpose is to pro-
vide the panel with structure and rigidity. Its rough surface 
will not be visible within the construction once the building is 
complete. Both layers are then left to cure.
fig 5.58_Once cured, the mould can be released by simply 
lifting it out of the plaster support structure and peeling the 
urethane mould from the cast. The concrete will continue to 
lighten in colour over the next 24 hours.
fig 5.59_The finished white GRC cast. Only minor air bubbles 
are noticeable on the edge of the key pattern surfaces. Its qual-
ity is superior to that of the grey GRC cast as the finer white 
aggregate results in a more fluid cement.
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fig 5.60 (Above) Voxeljet VX4000 is large scale 3-D printer with a print-
ing dimension of 4m x 2m x 1m. These printers could potentially create 
1:1 scale plugs of complex forms like the Corinthian capital. Sanding of 
the forms would still be required, however skilled labour is not longer 
required. 
The Future of 3-D Printing
 3-D printing is a growing technology and is con-
sidered “the next industrial revolution” by the Professor of 
Mechatronics, Olad Diegel.20  Printers today are not limited 
to creating forms made from resin, but also concrete, sand, 
or whatever material can be ejected out of a nozzle.   The 
most promising aspect of these printers is their ability to 
eliminate almost all the phases required for the construc-
tion of complex forms that currently plague the many other 
techniques described in Chapter 4 (including GRC casting). 
Carving, mould making, and casting may all become obso-
lete with the existence of equipment that can print a form 
in a single step without the need of any skilled labour. “This 
20 http://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/about-massey/news/
article.cfm?mnarticle_uuid=4990233A-DF08-8AD6-1145-
F7B5772F5644, Accessed on 6/6/2013
new machinery enables full-size sandstone buildings to be 
made without human intervention, using a stereolithography 
3-D printing process that requires only sand and our special 
inorganic binder to operate.” 21
  The quality of the final product is entirely reli-
ant on the resolution of printer; a higher resolution print 
requires more time due to the nature of the layering pro-
cess, while a lower resolution printer generally prints faster 
(see fig 5.62). As classical forms demand high levels of detail 
in relation to their overall building size, printing all the or-
namentation within a monumental classical building using 
high-resolution layers, will take an extraordinary amount of 
time.  
 Currently, projects such as D-shape show promis-
ing signs of the technology moving forward (fig 5.61). They 
21 http://www.d-shape.com/cose.htm, Accessed on 20/6/2013 
state it is 4 times faster than conventional building practices. 
However, a number of vital obstacles stand in the path of 
utilizing this technology within classical architecture (or 
any architectural style for that matter). Firstly, D-shape only 
prints in low resolution (5 cm an hour over a 30 square me-
tre area), with a dimensional accuracy of 5-10 millimeter22 
- classical forms require a higher resolution product with 
submillimeter accuracy. Secondly, the forms created with 
D-shape are quite fragile and are therefore vulnerable to 
transportation and erection processes. Concrete can be cast 
within the moulds to stabilize them.
22 http://www.d-shape.com/tecnologia.htm, Accessed on 6/6/2013
fig 5.62 (Above) An example of low resolution 3-D printer constructing a 
basic arch in a short amount of time. There is no beauty (in terms of the 
aesthetics of architecture) in the gimmick of 3-D printing, only beauty in the 
result of what it creates. 
fig 5.61 (Above) D-shape creating shell like 3-D printed forms from sands 
and binders at a 1:1 scale, the final product has a marble like appearance. 
These forms are extremely delicate and have broken during transportation. 
Concrete and reinforcing has been poured within the shells to aid stability. 
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§5.4 The Aesthetics of GRC in Classicism
 This section discusses the issues regarding the aesthetic qualities of GRC in clas-
sical architectural design and detailing.
 In ancient Greek and Roman construction, much effort was employed to reduce 
the visual impact of seams on the surface of their buildings, in order to achieve a more 
monolithic aesthetically pleasing result (see Section 4.1). This leads us to the first concern 
with utilizing GRC construction within classical buildings, which is the existence of large 
seams or expansion gaps between GRC panels. The seams are required due to the thin 
nature of GRC panels and their tendency to expand and contract in response to moisture 
and ambient thermal temperatures. However, large seams filled with silicone expansion 
sealers have a negative effect on the aesthetic quality of classical buildings (fig 5.63).  The 
gap thickness is dependant on the size of each panel; generally gaps are between 10 and 
30 mm thick. The larger the GRC panel, the larger the gap that is required (RF GRC doc), 
however, making the panels larger may not effectively minimize the gap to surface ratio.
 The second concern is the thin aspect of GRC forms. A hollow GRC panel is 
not the most aesthetically pleasing material to encounter during the tactile experience 
of a building. Solidity and rigidity are argued here to be aesthetically relevant to classical 
construction. Thin materials with sealants will generally also deteriorate inappropriately 
over the building’s life, which may drastically depreciate the already lessened quality of 
a building’s aesthetic. Both the first and the second concerns can be nullified by using 
GRC as a both a veneer and a mould for casting concrete within the panels. The need 
for large seams due to thermal expansion is no longer there as both the GRC panels and 
the concrete cast within them, essentially act as one. Depending on the accuracy of the 
plug and mould, the GRC panels can then be aligned as close to each other as physically 
possible, potentially reducing the seams to 1mm or less. The hollow aspect of the panels 
is also eliminated due to their increased solidity as a result of the in-situ concrete casting 
procedures.
 The third concern is regarding the location of the seams within the design as 
a whole. The seams need to be intelligently positioned so as to not disturb the visual 
aesthetic of the building. Placing a seam down the center of a column or in a grid-like 
fashion is a matter of bad taste and should be avoided (fig 5.64). Using GRC drums instead 
of shells in the construction of columns will result in a horizontal seam as opposed to a 
vertical one. On the one hand, a horizontal seam will only affect the shaft of a column 
and never the details of the base or capital, thus resulting in a similar appearance to that 
of traditional stone construction. While on the other hand, a vertical seam will split the 
capital, base and shaft in two, which creates a visually unpleasant result.
fig 5.64 (Above) Seam running down the side of a column shaft, 
Caesars Palace, Las Vegas. (Although Las Vegas could be consid-
ered a parody of classical architecture)
fig 5.63 (Above) Silicone sealant blatantly applied to the junction 
between column and wall.
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§5.5 Structure, technical detailing
and Phases of construction 
 This final section aims to resolve any issues regarding the detailing 
and materiality in relation to the classical design of this station. Its purpose 
is also to provide a realistic interpretation of how this train station may be 
constructed. This involves understanding how the structure might function 
within the concourse, and how GRC components interact and connect with 
each other.
 All details shall be in accordance with E123 and E224 of the New Zea-
land building code, all materials will be sourced from New Zealand suppliers, 
and all GRC detailing will be in accordance with the NPCAA “A Recom-
mended Practice: Design, Manufacture and Installation of Glass Reinforced 
Concrete (GRC)” Edition 2.25 The glass gable roof detailing was sourced from 
the “Glass Construction Manual: 2nd revised and expanded edition”. 26 The 
standing seam roof detailing will be in accordance with the standing seam 
“Complete Manual”.27 
23 http://www.dbh.govt.nz/UserFiles/File/Publications/Building/Compliance-documents/
E1-surface-water-1st-edition-amendment-8.pdf, Accessed on 9/6/2013
24 http://www.dbh.govt.nz/UserFiles/File/Publications/Building/Compliance-documents/
E2-External-Moisture-effective-24-December-2011.pdf, Accessed on 9/6/2013
25 http://www.precast.com.au/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=MEx-mjJphfc%3D&tabid=77, 
Accessed on 9/6/2013
26 Christian Schittich, Dieter Balkow, Glass Construction Manual, Birkhauser, 1999, pg 
165, 181, 198.
27 http://www.archform.co.nz/index.php/component/ebossapi/?action=product&produ
ct_id=38, Accessed on 31/5/2013
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5.6 DEVELOPED DETAILING
Get advice from architects through this stage
fig 5.64 _ A perspective of the detailing within the concourse section
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§5.5.1 Structure
 The purpose of this section is to provide a basic 
understanding of the structure within the train station con-
course, in order to engage with the issues of classical detailing 
later in the project. Resist, a basic program that aids structural 
design, has been used to help clarify the structural compo-
nents within the concourse. Although the program may be 
basic, it should suffice for the purpose of this project. 
 It is important to note that GRC is a cladding com-
ponent, therefore a structural framework must function be-
neath its form; if this cannot occur then the design may need 
reevaluating 28. The structure within the building consists of 
a series of steel moment frames, which extend between two 
floors from the basement level to the roof. 
The column dimensions are: 
Depth: 700mm
Thickness of flange: 32mm
Width: 525mm
The beam dimensions are:
Depth: 963mm (minimum)
Thickness of flange: 32mm
Width: 337mm (minimum)
 The positioning of the frames within the structural 
software is limited, so the X-axis frames have been tempo-
rarily located in the centre of the atrium, while the Y-axis 
frames occupy their intended position on the perimeter (fig 
5.66). Each moment frame bay reflects the exact dimensions 
between each Doric/Ionic column centers and beam heights 
within the design. In total, 8 single bay frames have been al-
located to resist the lateral forces from the Y-axis.These are 
located within the porticos directly adjacent to the concourse. 
While 2 frames with 3 bays each have been allocated to re-
sist the lateral forces from the X-axis. These are located along 
28 Initially I proposed concrete moment frames to be used, but the 
results meant that the beam and column sizes required 1200 mm 
depths which is slightly greater then that of the columns within the 
design. I decided to choose a steel structure instead as steel column 
depths were only 700 mm.
the perimeter of the concourse space. The roof is considered 
heavy (concrete) with an overall of height of 6.9 meters. 
 As the data is input, the program calculates the 
wind and seismic loads on both the X and Y direction. The 
results are as follows: 
 
 
fig 5.65 (Above) Resist earthquake and wind load results in both X and Y 
direction.
=  CONCOURSE DIMENSIONS
PASS
PASS
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fig 5.67 (Below) A detailed translation of 
the structural model from resist to Sketchup 
showing the exact location of the steel mo-
ment frames within the design (in grey). 
White and Dark Grey: Lightweight concrete cast within GRC forms
Black: Section cut through lightweight concrete casts
Grey: Steel moment frames calculated from Resist
Red: additional steel structure
Green: Ground floor two
fig 5.66 (Bottom left) 3-D visualisation 
of structure within resist. X axis moment 
frames only exist in the center within the 
program, in reality they occupy the perim-
eter (see fig 5.?)
MOMENT FRAME 
DIMENSIONS FOR 
Y-AXIS
MOMENT FRAME 
DIMENSIONS FOR 
X-AXIS
5.2m bay length5.5m bay length
8m ground 
floor A hieght
12m ground 
floor B height
6.9m roof 
hieght
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§5.5.2 technical detailing
This section provides construction details and examples of materials that are to be used within the building. An explanation is also given as to how the 
chosen construction techniques can been implemented into a classical building 
in a sympathetic manner.
Section A-A
1:200
     1 Ground floor A
     2 Frosted glass ceiling
     3 Glass roof
     4 East portico
Section C-C
1:200
     1 Ground floor A
     2 Frosted glass ceiling
     3 Glass roof
     4 East portico
     5 West portico
     6 Coffering
     7 Path to platforms
     8 Escalators and stairs
Section B-B
1:200
     1 Ground floor A
     6 Coffering
     5 West portico
   
Floor plan
1:500 
     5 Portico
     8 Escalators and stairs
     9 Cafe
     10 Vestibule
     11 Tickets & Info
     12 Toilets
     13 Clock tower / Office
     14 Retail Store
     15 Staircase
     16 Oval hall
Section DD
10
12
13
14
15
16
11
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C
section BB 1:200
section CC 1:200
1
3
7
2
4 5
6
8
1
6
5
Detail 1
Detail2 Detail 3
Detail 4
104
1
2 3
4
15
5
1
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1 Insulated facade panel
2 170x120x8 mm Steel frame
3 50x150 mm Timber Rafters connected  
 to steel frame via welded steel angles  
 (hot-dip galvanized)
4 Black powder coated post sections of  
 steel window framing
5 Beveled glazing cap
6 Actuator for automatic window opening
7 Galvanised steel angle bolted to both  
 steel frame and post section of steel  
 window framing
8 70x70x4 mm galvanised steel substruc- 
 ture 
9 Bitumen lining within internal gutter  
 over plywood substrate
10 White aluminium flashing on barge
11 550 mm wide 0.7 mm thick   
 standing seam white aluminium panels  
 with a 25mm seam height
12 15mm plywood substrate
13 Roofing underlay
14 50x75 mm purlins @ 600mm CTRS
15 20mm Double glazing 
16 Drip edge flashing
17 20mm thick white GRC paneling  
 (with a PFL glaze sealer)
18 Flex anchors for GRC 
 paneling @ 600mm CTRS
19 x4 Gravity anchor for GRC  
 panelsing @ 600mm CTRS
20  10mm thick white polysulphide  
 sealant to match GRC paneling  
   over a closed-cell polyethylene  
 backing rod 
21 3mm White aluminium flashing 
22 Glass louvre Automatically 
 controlled via senor and actuator
23 Stainless steel bracket
24 Weathering strip
25 Screw
22
23
Gutter size: 93.5m² internal 
roof area @ 10° of slope to be 
serviced = 20,000mm cross-
sectional area.
10°
10
0m
m
24
25
26
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1:5 detail 1
Glass gable roof, Copper standing seam 
sheets, & GRC paneling
Many aspects of the building have been re-fined from the initial design to the detail-
ing stages in order to respond to issues regarding 
light ingress, ventilation, drainage, weather tight-
ness, structure, and the choice of materials in re-
gard to aesthetics.
 The roof within this section of the 
building utilizes 0.7mm thick, standing seam 
white-coated aluminium panels fixed to a 15mm 
plywood substrate. The lightweight aspect of alu-
minium roofing is essential in reducing structural 
loads within the monumental dome. The entire 
system is directly connected to a steel frame sub-
structure, formed to match the curves within the 
design. The aluminium roof panels are painted 
white to match the GRC panels within the fa-
çade, in an attempt to retain a monolithic form. 
Although the lowest available profile of alumin-
ium panel (25mm seam height) has been used, 
the system still provides a shadowing effect that 
changes the visual appearance of the dome at 
various times of the day (see material 11). With 
this in mind, a small section around the ring of 
the dome has been clad with GRC (17) paneling 
in order to maintain a flat form. These panels are 
sealed to flashings on both the underside of the 
drip edge plywood substrate located at the bot-
tom of the parapet, and to the top of the dome 
curvature.   
 The large parapet within the initial de-
sign was flat and provided no sloping for water 
run off. This was changed to a 10-degree angle 
in order to resolve the issue without significantly 
impacting on the overall design. The angle is no-
ticeable at eye level with the roof slope, while on 
the ground level it is inconspicuous. The design 
in Chapter 3 was completely void of any reso-
lution with regards to the central dome ring in 
terms of weathering. The solution was the addi-
tion of a simple glass gable roof  (15 & 4) nestled 
within the horizon of the dome ring. The pur-
pose of the roof was three-fold; one, to provide a 
means of escape for heat from within the interior 
void of the dome space, two, to promote defused 
natural light ingress within the concourse, and 
finally three, to provide a suitable weather tight 
envelope for the concourse that the interior flat 
frosted glass ceiling was lacking (see detail 2). 
 The aluminium frames within the glass 
gable roof are powder coated black and are also 
hidden from street view (although still visible 
from the surrounding high rise buildings). 
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Spacing between the top barge of the parapet and the glass roof edge 
has been set at 100mm as to promote air flow between the louvers. This 
height is limited in order to reduce the visual impact of the roof from 
street level. 
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1:5 detail 2
1 Black powder coated Steel T window  
 framing
2 350x160x16 mm Steel I beam
 suspended from main structure
3 30mm thick white polysulphide sealant to  
 match GRC paneling over a closed-cell  
 polyethylene backing rod 
4 Black powder coated steel angle bolted  
 to I beam and welded to steel window  
 framing
5 Black powder coated W20 steel window  
 framing automatically controlled for  
 opening and closing via a sensor and  
 actuator
6 70x70x4 mm galvanized steel substruc- 
 ture
7 x4 Gravity anchor for  paneling GRC @  
 600mm CTRS
8 Flex anchors welded to steel 
 substructure for GRC paneling @ 600mm  
 CTRS 
9 Putty
10 20mm thick white GRC paneling  (with a  
 PFL glaze sealer)
11 Frosted glass double glazing
12 Vertical operating actuator (control via  
 sensor)
13 Welding
2
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Flex anchors transfer dead loads to the steel 
substructure. These anchors are thin steel 
rods which are positioned in such a man-
ner as to allow flexibility in all directions, 
this is key in order to reduce bowing while 
at the same time enabling thermal expan-
sion which prevents cracking.
Gravity anchors transfer the majority of the 
dead loads to substructure while also being 
flexible on the horizontal plane to allow for 
minor movements.
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Frosted glass ceiling, black powder coat-
ed steel window framing, & GRC paneling
The internal frosted glass ceiling is beneficial on a number of accounts. Firstly, it success-
fully encloses the space in an aesthetically pleas-
ing manner, while still allowing defused natural 
light into the entire space. Secondly, by allowing 
for heat escape within the atrium space and inter-
nal dome void; and thirdly, to visually screen off 
the internal ‘guts’ of the dome such as the unsight-
ly structural components, electrical conduits, and 
lighting fixtures. The frosted glass panels merely 
rest within their frames and are not connected by 
any hinges. The purpose of this is so that they may 
rise vertically through the use of actuators, which 
in turn minimise any line-of-sight to the interior 
dome void. The internal ceiling is made from steel 
framing powder coated in black to contrast with 
the white of the GRC. The underside of the steel 
angle (4) is also coated to match the rest of the 
steel within the window framing (5).
 The GRC panels in the internal dome 
hang from the structure located within the dome 
void. As seams were inevitable in the construction 
of the dome, the goal was to hide them effectively. 
This issue was resolved by choosing a panel size 
that was small enough to be transported by a stan-
dard semi-trailer truck (approx. 2.4x3x9.2m)29, 
but large enough so that the seams were few and 
far between. The panels that make up the dome 
are approximately 2 meters in width and come in 
two sections. Panel one spans from the entabla-
ture above the columns, to the centre of the dome, 
while panel 2 spans from the centre to the frosted 
glass ceiling. Each panel has an overall length of 
6.2 meters resulting in expansion joints of 30mm 
between each panel. These fairly large expansion 
joints on the horizontal plane are effectively hid-
den within the folding of the domes form and have 
not strayed from the original design.   Although 
the vertical seams are still visible, they are located 
12 meters above ground level, making their pres-
ence less detrimental to the design of the dome as 
a whole (see figures 5.64).
 All the GRC panels within the building 
are cast with their steel substructure off site. They 
can then be transported on site, craned into posi-
tion, and bolted onto the main structure. Gener-
ally, a faster on-site construction process results in 
lower construction costs.
29 http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/factsheets/13/
docs/13-vehicle-dimensions-and-mass.pdf, Accessed 
on 17/6/2013
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figs 5.64_Interior dome panel system
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1 70x70x4 mm galvanised steel substructure  ture
2 Copper flashing with vertical fins on apron
3 20mm thick white GRC paneling  (with a PFL glaze sealer)
4 350x160x16 mm Steel I beam 
5 550 mm wide 0.7 mm thick standing seam copper panels with  
 a 25mm seam height
6 350x150 timber rafters @ 900 CTRS
7 Flex anchors welded to steel substructure for GRC paneling @  
 600mm CTRS
8 x2 Gravity anchor for GRC paneling @ 600mm CTRS paneling
9 White aluminium flashing over entablature
10 450x200x1500mm PVC cuboids pre-placed during lightweight  
 in-situ concrete casting for further weight reduction
11 Stainless steel reinforcing bars
12 700x300x32 mm Steel I beam
13 Lightweight in-situ concrete
14 20mm thick white polysulphide sealant to match GRC 
 paneling over a closed-cell polyethylene backing rod
15 350x160x16 mm Steel I column
16 Stainless steel anchor
17 Standard in-situ cast concrete
18 20mm GRC coffering
19 Drip edge
20 15 mm plywood substrate
21 75x50 mm timber purlins @ 600 CTRS
22 20mm polished Calacatta Antolini marble flooring
23 30mm Polished Emperador Dark marble flooring
24 30mm Polished Crema Marphil marble flooring
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GRC Ornamentation, copper roofing, & 
marble flooring
All the GRC seams within the concourse, from the entablature, down to the column 
plinths, are positioned in a way that they may add, 
rather then subtract from the visual quality of the 
final form. The panels are once again sized to fit 
on a semi-trailer while also taking into consider-
ation the location of the seams within the design. 
For example, seams are positioned within hori-
zontal rustication grooves in panels II, III, IV, V, 
VI and VII.  Seams within panels III and IV are 
also strategically located above column capitals 
so that they are hidden from view. The connec-
tions between the panels are achieved via a sleeve 
system (see fig 5.66). This method should enable 
the columns to be stacked with precision, while 
also preventing concrete from leaking out from 
the seams during the casting and curing phases of 
construction. A similar method has been utilized 
for the ceiling within the portico , however light-
weight concrete and PVC cuboids were used to 
reduce overall weight during casting. 
 Due to the porous nature of lightweight 
concrete, stainless steel reinforcing bars have 
been utilized to ensure the longevity and safety of 
the building. These provide additional resistance 
to oxidation, as well as strength during seismic 
events. 
 The GRC components are coated with 
a PFL Glaze Sealer in order to reduce staining, 
which occurs easily on its white, slightly textured 
surface. The PFL coating will also transform the 
appearance of the GRC panels to a polished fin-
ish, which is desirable. The sealer is highly dura-
ble and typically used for concrete carports. Reap-
plication is required typically every 3-5 years.30
 The roof above the portico is constructed 
in the same fashion as the dome, however copper 
as opposed to aluminium, has been chosen due to 
aesthetic reasons and the graceful aging proper-
ties of the material (see material 5). The flooring 
within the concourse is made from three shades 
of polished marble. The majority of the flooring is 
laid with Calacatta Antolini, a light marble, while 
darker shades of marble, Crema Marphil and Em-
perador Dark, are used within the border of the 
floor pattern. 
30 Sealers, http://www.peterfell.co.nz/products/category/
sealers.html, Accessed 21/6/2013
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fig 5.66 (Above) Sleeve connection method 
within column shaft (NTS)
fig 5.67 (Above) Ionic column capital to coffering 
and entablature connection (NTS)
fig 5.65 (Above) Column base to concrete 
floor connection (NTS)
Methods of sealing and interlocking GRC panels during casting
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1 700x300x32 mm Steel I beam
2 20mm thick white GRC paneling  (with a PFL glaze sealer)
3 Standard concrete
4 Polished marble slabs 
5 Silicone seal (to prevent leakage during casting and curing of the concrete)
6 Concrete floor
7 Strap (to prevent buckling of the GRC during casting and curing of the concrete)
8 Lightweight concrete
9 Stainless steel brackets welded to steel I beams
8
3
9
9
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Steel & glass ceiling by Steelguard
http://www.crittall.co.nz/index.html
Aluminium & glass gable roof by Fletcher Aluminium
http://www.fletcheraluminium.co.nz/
Standing seam roofing by Architectural Metalformers
http://www.archform.co.nz/
GRC fabrication done by GRC NZ
http://www.grcnz.co.nz/
GRC finishing done by Peterfell
http://www.peterfell.co.nz/
Lightweight concrete done by 
http://www.lightcrete.co.nz/
Standard concrete by Atlasconcrete
http://www.atlasconcrete.co.nz/
Steel framing by Steltech Structural 
http://www.steltech.co.nz/
Marble flooring by Italian Stone
http://www.italianstone.co.nz/
NZ Material suppliers
for
Aotea Station
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§5.5.3 Phases of Construction
 A step by step virtual construction of the concourse section
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La Marseillaise
Man cannot remake himself without suf-
fering, for he is both the marble and the 
sculptor.
Alexis Carrel
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Chapter 6
Critical appraisal, bibliography, 
glossary and appendixes
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§6.1 Critical Appraisal
 The laser cutting and 3-D printing methods worked well as they pro-
duced high quality plugs which replicated the design almost perfectly. Currently, 
3-D printers are more suited to small-scale details as opposed to 1:1 scaled capi-
tals. There are many CNC proto-typing companies within New Zealand that can 
perform these 1:1 scale fabrication tasks.  
 The mock-ups of the coffering provided great examples of the aesthetic 
qualities of the GRC product. The white cast was a good replication of the design, 
however, it stained more easily due to its pure white textured surface. In compari-
son, the grey cast had many visual imperfections, such as air bubbles and rougher 
surfaces within its form, yet it was less prone to staining due to the diversity in the 
grey pigments. In conclusion, the white cast will be used in the construction of 
Aotea Station, with a PFL glazer applied over its surface.1 In addition to the stain 
and weathering resistant properties of the glossy PFL applicant, it also provides a 
surface texture reminiscent of marble.
 The visual and tactile aesthetic issues relating to GRC in the construc-
tion of Aotea Station were resolved to a certain extent. The seam marks within the 
ground level columns and entablature were dramatically reduced, while the un-
pleasing aesthetic quality of the GRC’s hollowness was effectively eliminated as a 
consequence of the in-situ concrete casting. The longevity of the building has been 
secured through the use of durable materials such as concrete, GRC and stainless 
steel components within the lower tier (the columns, coffering and entablature) 
of the concourse. However, the construction of the dome is less convincing. The 
construction consists predominantly of stainless steel brackets and bolts, galva-
nized steel substructure, and an aluminum standing seam roofing system over a 
plywood substrate. It is extremely unlikely that it possesses the same strength and 
durability to that of the columns and coffering, as there are many more points of 
failure within the construction of the complex dome than within the basic con-
struction of the lower tier.  
1 This was determined after a discussion with both manufactures of the PFL and GRC products.
 The seam lines within the dome were also more difficult to resolve. The 
idea is that the further away the seams are from the viewer, the less likely they are 
to be a visual disturbance. Whether this holds true within the building remains to 
be seen until it is constructed. 
 Ideally, the dome would be constructed in the same manner as the lower 
tier. We need only look as far as the Pantheon in order to understand why solidity 
in classical construction is important. This project has attempted to produce de-
tails that are as accurate as possible, while also keeping speculation to a minimum. 
As I am not confident in the construction of a concrete or solid dome, further 
research would need to be conducted in order to identify a more durable means 
for its construction. This would involve understanding how an elongated circular 
non-self-supporting structure could be formed in concrete, and discussing with a 
specialist engineer in the field of concrete construction, how this may be achieved. 
 In hindsight, the project should have been limited to a less complex 
building type. Perhaps a classical monument or pavilion would have been better 
suited due to the basic nature of their purpose and function, like the Palace of Fine 
Arts in San Francisco or the Arc de Triomphe in Paris. This would have enabled 
me to focus more on the project problem, rather than the functional requirements 
of a building design.
 
By using CNC machines on timbers or high density polystyrene materials for the construc-
tion of complex classical models. These models will then be used to produce moulds for 
GRC castings.
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§6.3 Glossary
Aisle - A part of a church divided laterally from the nave 
by a row of pillars or columns
Apse - A usually semicircular or polygonal, often vaulted 
recess, especially the termination of the sanctuary end of 
a church
Baldacchino - A canopy of state over an altar or throne 
bitumen paint
Base - The bottom section of a column
Bas-relief - Sculpture in low relief, in which the forms 
project slightly from the background but no part is com-
pletely detached from it
Bitumen - A type of roofing made from asphalt and a vari-
ety of modifiers and solvents applied via a heat application 
process
Boss - A round knob, stud, or other protuberance, in par-
ticular
CAD - Acronym for computer-aided design
Caementa - Irregular pieces of stone, brick, or terracotta 
used as aggregate in Roman concrete
CAM - Acronym for computer-aided manufacturing
Capital - The distinct, typically broader section at the head 
of a pillar or column
Coffering - A sunken panel in the shape of a square, rect-
angle, or octagon in a ceiling, soffit or vault
Corinthian - One of the five classical orders of architecture 
with carved ornaments based on acanthus leaves
CMU - Acronym for Concrete Masonry Unit
CNC - Acronym for computer numerical control
Cornice - A horizontal molded projection crowning a 
building or structure, esp. the uppermost member of the 
entablature of an order
CRTS - Abbreviation for Centers
Dead load - The intrinsic weight of a structure, excluding 
the weight of occupants or goods
Doric - One of the five classical orders of architecture with 
as with a circular echinus supporting a square abacus
Dry Wall - A wall or ceiling constructed of a prefabricated 
material, such as plasterboard or paneling
Efflorescence - salty deposits on exterior surface of a mate-
rial
Entablature - A horizontal, continuous lintel on a classical 
building supported by columns or a wall, comprising the 
architrave, frieze, and cornice
Entasis - A slight convex curve in the shaft of a column, 
introduced to correct the visual illusion of concavity pro-
duced by a straight shaft
Epoxy - Any of various usually thermosetting resins capa-
ble of forming tight cross-linked polymer structures char-
acterized by toughness, strong adhesion, and low shrink-
age, used especially in surface coatings and adhesives
Flashing - A strip of metal used to stop water from pen-
etrating a junction, typically of a roof with another surface
Flex anchor -  A flexible acnhor that transfers GRC loads 
to the steel substructure.
Flutting - A groove or set of grooves forming a surface 
decoration
Formwork - A temporary or permanent moulds into 
which concrete or similar materials are poured
Gangsaw - A power saw that has several parallel blades 
making simultaneous cuts
Gravity anchor- Transfer the majority of the dead loads 
to substructure while also being flexible on the horizontal 
plane to allow for minor movements
GRC - Acronym for glass fibre reinforced concrete
GRP - Acronym for glass fibre reinforced plastic
Imbrex and tegula - An ancient construction technique 
were overlapping roof tiles used as a waterproof and du-
rable roof covering.
In-situ - In its original place; in position
Ionic - One of the five classical orders of architecture with 
scroll-like ornaments
Iosdomic opus quadratum - An ancient construction 
technique in which squared blocks of stone of the same 
height were set in parallel courses, often without the use 
of mortar
Key pattern - An ornamental pattern consisting of repeat-
ed vertical and horizontal lines (often in relief)
Kylon Crystal Clear -A premium clear coating for added 
durability and protection
Live load - The weight of people or goods in a building
MDF - Acronym for Medium-density fibreboard
Milliput - An epoxy putty used by modellers, and also for 
household and restoration applications
Miltos - A red ochre iron oxide used as an abrasive
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Mock-up - In manufacturing and design, a mockup, or 
mock-up, is a scale or full-size model of a design or de-
vice, used for teaching, demonstration, design evaluation, 
promotion, and other purposes 
Modillions - A projecting bracket under the corona of a 
cornice
Moment frame - A steel frame to support roof of building 
independent of exterior walls using steel columns on each 
of the four corners of module.
Nave - The central part of a church building, intended to 
accommodate most of the congregation
NTS - Acronym for not to scale
Pediment - The triangular upper part of the front of a 
building in classical style, typically surmounting a portico 
of columns
Pilaster - A rectangular column, esp. one projecting from 
a wall
Pol Ease 2300 - A multi-purpose silicone release agent
Polyethylene - A tough, light, flexible synthetic resin made 
by polymerizing ethylene
Polysulphide - A synthetic rubber
Polyurethane - A synthetic resin used chiefly in paints 
and varnishes
Powder coated - A type of coating that is applied as a free-
flowing, dry powder
Pneumatic chisel - A large, heavy mechanical chisel driv-
en by compressed air
Pnuematic drill - A large, heavy mechanical drill driven 
by compressed air
PVC - (Acronym. Polyvinyl chloride) A type of plastic
Relieving arches - A series of arches which divert the load 
of a wall away from vulnerable points, such as vaults, al-
coves or niches.
Resin - Any of numerous clear to translucent yellow or 
brown, solid or semisolid, viscous substances of plant ori-
gin, such as copal, rosin, and amber, used principally 
in lacquers, varnishes, inks, adhesives, synthetic plastics, 
and pharmaceuticals
Rebar - (Abbr. reinforcing bar) used to strengthen con-
crete
Shaft - The principal portion of a column, between the 
capital and the base
Silicone rubber- A durable synthetic resin
Springer block - A stone shaped concentrate loads at a 
particular point
Stereolithography - A process for creating three-dimen-
sional objects using a computer-controlled laser to build 
up the required structure, layer by layer, from a liquid 
photopolymer that solidifies.
Stylobate - A continuous base supporting a row of col-
umns in classical Greek architecture.
Termination bar -  A bar, usually metal or vinyl, used to 
seal and anchor the free edges of a roof membrane
Trowel - A small hand-held tool with a flat, pointed blade, 
used to apply and spread mortar or plaster. 
Tuff - A light, porous rock formed by consolidation of vol-
canic ash
Tufo - A variety of limestone
Tungsten - A hard, brittle, corrosion-resistant, gray to 
white metallic element used in high-temperature struc-
tural materials
Urethane - Any of various resins, widely varying in flex-
ibility, used in tough chemical-resistant coatings, adhe-
sives, and foam
Weep holes - A small opening left in the outer wall of ma-
sonry construction as an outlet for water inside a building 
to move outside the wall and evaporate
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§6.4 Appendix A
Network Rail’s station capacity assessment requirements relat-
ing to the planning and design of the public areas of A station 
premises
The peak minute exit flow for passengers alighting the station can be calculated as fol-
lows:
 “For flows away from a platform (or group of platform), the Peak Minute Flow can be 
estimated by using 50% of the maximum alighting load from the maximum number of concur-
rent train arrivals (in most calculations this will represent a single train arrival)”1
The size of the new electric trains to be used within the CRL will have a capacity of 375 pas-
sengers2 
The Peak minute exit flow= 375 x 0.5 = 187.5
The peak minute entry flow for passengers alight the station can be calculated as follows:
 “For flows towards a platform, the Peak Minute Flow can be estimated by dividing 
the observed peak 15 minute flow by 15 (or by dividing the observed peak 5 minute flow by 5, if 
available)”
From fig 2.8 on page 21, we can derive the total amount of passengers boarding a station 
within a 2 hour peak morning period. This figure is simply divide by 120 (minutes, or 2 
hours).
The Peak Entry Minute Flow (Passengers Boarding) = 2,015 ÷ 120 = 16.79
1 Station Capacity Assessment Guidance, http://www.networkrail.co.uk/browse%20documents/rus%20docu-
ments/route%20utilisation%20strategies/network/working%20group%202%20-%20stations/station%20
capacity%20assessment%20(not%20part%20of%20the%20rus)/stationcapacityassessmentguidance.pdf, 
Accessed April 20, 2013.
2 Electric Trains for Auckland, http://www.aucklandtransport.govt.nz/improving-transport/auckland-rail-
upgrade/electric-trains/Pages/default.aspx, Accessed April 21, 2013.
The design of Aotea Station has implemented the following results:
Calculation for Clear Walkway Through Concourse Spaces: ((16.79+187.5)÷40)m = 5.11m
There must be a width of at least 5.11 meters between any waiting passengers or obstacles 
such as the building or signs.
Calculation for Two Way Passageway Width: ((187.5÷40)+(2x0.3)m = 5.12m
There must be a width of at least 5.12 meters within any two way passageways within the 
train station and terminal.
Calculation for One Way Passageway Width3: ((187.5÷50)+(2x0.3)m = 4.35m
There must be a width of at least 4.35 meters within any one way passageways within the 
train station and terminal.
3 The peak minute exit flow is used as it is the largest of the two figures
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Calculation for Two Way Staircase Width: (187.5÷28)m = 6.7m
No two way staircase shall be less than 6.7 meters in width within or around the station and 
terminal.
Calculation for One Way Staircase Width: (187.5÷35)m = 5.36m
No one way staircase shall be less than 5.36 meters in width within or around the station 
and terminal.
Calculation for Number of Escalators: (187.5÷100) = 1.88
There shall be at least 2 escalators for each way.
x4 Schindler 9300 Advanced Edition escalators will be used with a step with of 800mm and 
an overall width of 1340mm4
Calculation for Number Of Lifts 5: ((187.5x0.056)÷(800x0.25)x39) = 1.83
There shall be at least 2 elevators available for each direction of travel.
x8 Schindler 5300 lifts will be used with a 800kg carrying capacity and 1700x1800 shaft 
dimensions7
x4 lifts will be for private office use within the building
x4 lifts will be for passengers with reduced mobility
4 Schindler 9300AE, http://www.schindler.co.nz/s9300ae_en-5.pdf, Pg 11, Accessed April 20, 2013.
5 0.25 = Lifts within the building are to be used mainly be persons with reduced mobility
 800 = Plated Capacity on lift
6 Proportion of people expexted to use the lift based on 5% 
7 Schindler 5300, http://www.schindler.co.nz/brochure5300en-208.pdf, Pg 9, Accessed April 20, 2013.
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§6.5 Appendix B
Basic size comparison between 
Aotea Station and Britomart Station
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§6.6 Appendix C
Fig. 6.3_The front facade of the Public Trust Office building which 
stands directly opposite the Aotea Station site.
Fig. 6.2_Entrance to Aotea Square from Aotea Station siteFig. 6.2_View down the side of the Bledisloe building looking towards the Civic Theatre
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Fig. 6.6_Northern view of the sloping carpark on the site. The slope rises to the north, with a difference of 
meters between the lowest and highest points on the site.
Fig. 6.4_A ruin of a Doric column located on the northern point 
of the site. 
Fig. 6.5_The tower of the T&G building visible through the maple 
trees.
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§6.7 Appendix D
A Collection of conceptual 
drawings 
(in no particular order)
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